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The computer industry has been growing very rapidly
since the last two decades all over the world because of
information explosion and technological revolution.
Hong Kong, being an international commercial and
financial centre, has made extensive uses of computers
in almost every sector of business and industries.
Since the first commercial computer was installed in
1963, the number of computer installations in Hong Kong
has been growing rapidly. Nowadays, computer projects
tend to be of higher complexity, require shorter project
duration, have less tolerance for error, and need
multi-disciplinary skills. As a result, project
management may be useful for the successful
implementation of computer projects.
This paper studies how and to what extent project
management is used for the computer projects in Hong
Kong. The paper initially identifies the environment of
the computer industry in Hong Kong, and the
characteristics of a computer project. Then the project
management techniques and the major problems met in
computer projects are investigated. A survey is carried
out to collect the personal experiences and opinions of
practising computer project managers. From the
collected data, the problems of implementing computer
projects and their causes are analysed. The
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characteristics of "successful" projects are compared
with those of "unsuccessful" projects to check whether
project management techniques help to solve the
problems. Statistical tests are performed to identify
those significant factors which are related to project
success.
A real case has been studied in depth and detailed
description is given on how a computer project was
actually managed, what problems were encountered and how
the problems were solved.
Finally, conclusions are drawn concerning the major
problems, their causes and the usefulness of the project
management techniques. Recommendations are made on how
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Computer Industry in Hong Kong
The last two decades have been referred to as an
era of information explosion and computer revolution.
The computer industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in the world. Hong Kong, as an international
commercial and financial centre, follows closely the
world trend.
In Hong Kong, since the first computer was
installed in the China Light Power Co Ltd in 1963, the
number of computer installations has been growing
rapidly. According to the Asian Computer Yearbook, the
number of computer installations was 918 in 19821 and
1,166 in 19862. In reality, the number of computers
installed should be more than this figure because one
computer installation was defined by the Asian Computer
Yearbook as an in-house installation comprising one or
more computers, irrespective of whether they are
purchased, leased, rented, borrowed or donated.
1 The Region at a Glance. Asian Computer
Yearbook, (1983).
2 The Region at a Glance. Asian Computer
Yearbook, (1987).
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Moreover, personal computers were not counted. in these
figures. In a recent survey (Sep 1987) by the Graham
Mead Associates 3, personal computer installations in
Hong Kong has rocketed to 22,500 from zero in 1982.
According to a survey by International Data Corp (IDC),
the total sales revenue of computer vendors in Hong Kong
amounted to US$ 35 6.8 million, which was about 1% of the
GDP expenditure in Hong Kong in 1985.
The size of data processing staff in Hong Kong grew
from 4,400. in 1982 to 15,730 in July 1987.3 A
manpower survey4 published by the Committee on
Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Training of the
Vocational Training Council in 1985 revealed that the
growth rate of practising EDP staff fell far behind the
demand in Hong Kong, i.e. there. was and would be a
serious shortage of trained computer professionals.
With this growth there has been an increasing need for
computer project managers, the forecasted demand for
computer project managers would grow at about 50 to 60
every year, according to the survey.
The major reasons underlying the amazing growth in
the use of computers are (1) its applicability to almost
every industry, business, government sectors and even
the personal household and (2) its price/performance
3 PCs Speed Growth. Hong Kong ComputerWorld
(26 November 1987).
4 More Training Needed for New Systems
Development Professionals. Hong Kong Computer Journal,
(December 1986): pp. 30-31.
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ratio has dropped tremendously over the decades.
In Hong Kong, computers have been used in the
government, public utilities, banks, financial
institutions, retailers, wholesellers, import/export
trading companies, manufacturing industries, insurance,
transportation, communication, hospitals, hotels,
education, research institutions, engineering and
architectural firms, modern offices and buildings. In
short, computers penetrate almost every business and
industry.
Cnaracteristics or computer erojects
With the advancement of computer technology and the
increasing competition in penetrating the whole spectrum
of business and industries, computer projects are
characterised by:
1. Increase in project complexity
New computers at dramatically reduced cost
with improved performance and capacity emerge
rapidly. They readily find applications in
performing more complicated tasks than before.
2. Shortened project duration
Less time is allowed to complete a project in
order to meet the demand of increasing competition.
3. Less tolerance for error
Since computers have taken over more important
and complicated tasks, the risks undertaken in




As a result of the widespread use of computers
in various kinds of business and industries,
computer projects require the joint effort of
business experts and professionals from various
disciplines.
These characteristics suggest that computer projects
nowadays can easily run out of control if they are not
managed more effectively and efficiently. According to
a computing survey by Price Waterhouse, meeting
deadlines is the biggest problem for Computer
5Projects.
The Role of Project Management
An overview definition of project management has
been, given by Kerzner 6 as follows:
Project management is the planning, organizing,
directing and controlling of company resources for -a
relatively short-term objective that has been
established to complete specific goals and objectives.
Furthermore, project management utilizes the systems
approach to management by having functional personnel
(the vertical hierarchy) assigned to a specific project
(the horizontal hierarchy).
The concept of project management origi.natecl trom
the defense, aerospace and construction industries
during the World War II. Many project management
5 Spending Hopes Fade as Firms Pull in their
Reins. Computin, (Oct 29, 1987): p. 32.
6 Kerzner, Harold. Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning. Scheduling and Controlling. 2nd
ed. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984.
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techniques, such as PERT and CPM, were developed
specifically for major defense projects. It eventually
attracted attention as a prescription for planning and
controlling large scale and complex projects.
Literatures6' 7 8 in project management suggested
that project management will be useful in business and
industries where:
1. there is a high rate of technological or
environmental change which necessitates adaptive
and responsive organizational structures.
2. the business becomes highly competitive which can
only allow shorter project life cycle.
3. the job complexity calls for a multidisciplinary
approach which integrates expertise across
professional and functional boundaries.
4. the job complexity requires a breakdown of many
interdependent tasks.
5. the risk or cost of failure is high which requires
careful planning and controlling.
6 Kerzner, Harold. Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning, Scheduling and Controlling. 2nd
ed. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984.
7 Stephanou, S.E., and Obradovitch, M.M. Project
Management, Systems Development and Productivity.
Malibu, California: Daniel Spencer Publishers, 1985.
8 Cleland, D.I. and King W.R. Systems Analysis
and Project Management. International Student Edition.
Singapore: McGraw Hill, 1983.
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Purpose of Study
From the above discussions, it can be seen that
computer projects fall into the categories of projects
considered suitable for project management. But what
happened to the real world? Are project management
principles and techniques being used in computer
projects in Hong Kong? Can they solve the problems in
managing computer project in Hong Kong? Are project
management principles and techniques implemented
effectively?
The objectives of the present study are:
1. To identify current problems in computer project
management in Hong Kong.
2. To analyse the causes of problems.
3. To investigate how project management principles
and techniques are applied to computer projects in
the Hong Kong environment and whether they can
solve the problems.
4. To make recommendations on more effective and
efficient management of computer projects in Hong
Kong.
In the proposed research, literature on project
management principles and techniques which can be
applicable to computer projects will be reviewed and
discussed. A survey will be conducted through
questionnaires mailed to project managers working on
computer projects in various business areas in Hong
Kong. The collected data will be analysed and
discussed. A case study will also be performed.
7
Recommendation on how computer projects can be managed
more effectively and efficiently will be made with
special reference to the reality of the Hong Kong
environment.
In this study, emphasis will be put on software
development projects where most of the problems are
reported and they are the major and most significant




COMPUTER PROJECTS IN HONG KONG
Types of Computer Projects
With the fast growing demand in the use of
computers, it is easily understood that a lot of
computer projects are undertaken every year to fulfill
the users' needs.
The types of computer projects include:
1. Development of new systems
2. Enhancement of existing systems
3. Replacement of existing systems
4. Integration of existing systems
Besides the above project-oriented work, tremendous
manpower is also required in the computer profession on
an on-going basis. These on-going works include:
1. Operation of existing systems
2. Maintenance (both hardware and software) of
existing systems
These works usually start after completion of a
project. The ease of operation and maintenance of
computer systems is closely related to the quality of
the project work during its development.
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Software Versus Hardware
In a typical computer installation, the major
components are:
1. the computer hardware,
2. the system software, and
3. the application software.
The computer hardware and system software are
general purpose machine and tools which can be used
among different business and industries.
Application software is rather unique in each
business and even in each firm. Because of its
heterogeneous nature, a lot of computer projects have to
be undertaken to develop application software packages
for the individual business and firms in Hong Kong.
In Hong Kong, the importance of software in
computer installations grows steadily especially when
the hardware costs keep falling dramatically but the
salaries of DP staff keep rising.
Nowadays, the project effort spent on software
outweighs that on hardware. In Hong Kong, the typical
sequence of computer system installation is the
installation of the hardware, followed by the operating
system and software application programs development.
The installation of hardware is a more straight-forward
process compared with software installation. Nowadays,
modular concepts have been used widely for computer
hardware equipment. The engineer fits the different
pieces of hardware modules together, according to the
i n ata1 1 at-i ran manual and then runs the diagnostic tests
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to confirm that the equipment has been built up in the
correct manner. It is also relatively easy to confirm
that a piece of hardware equipment is working. Once a
person can used the computer for any software process,
the hardware installation would normally be regarded as
complete. Therefore, the schedule required for the
hardware installation can be predicted quite
accurately. Moreover, because hardware installation is
at the very beginning of the project, any unexpected
delay would not affect the whole' project schedule
seriously because the project manager can have plenty
chance to make up for the project schedule.
The installation of the operating system is also
relatively simple. The required software options are
copied from the magnetic tapes to the system discs.
Then a basic system configuration is set up so that the
user can use the computer. This process normally takes
only a few days.
The software development process occupies the major
part of a computer project. Because user requirements
vary from one installation to another, new software
packages have to be developed, or some existing software
packages have to be modified. As a result, the majority
of the computer projects in Hong Kong are software
projects. Also, because the cost of hiring software
technical staff is much higher than that of hiring
hardware engineers in Hong Kong, any slippage in
software activities can result in larger budget overrun.
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Types of Firms-in ComDuter Industrv
In the computer industry, computer projects are
undertaken in the following types of firms:
1. Computer vendors
They are companies who sell the computer
hardware and very often system software. Some of
them may also sell application software packages or
develop tailored software for users. There are
very few Hong Kong-based computer vendors, but most
of the computer vendors (278 in 1986) in the world
have representative offices or agents in Hong
Kong. The computer projects undertaken by the
computer vendors are usually pre-sales
demonstrations, machine installations and some
software development. The computer hardware itself
is usually developed overseas. Examples are IBM,
Digital Equipment Corporation and UNISYS.
2. Software consultants
They are companies who provide software
consultancy services and also, in general, develop
and sell application software packages for their
clients. Software consultants usually recommend
their clients to buy a particular configuration of
computer hardware from a certain computer vendor
rather than sell the hardware themselves.
In 1982, there were only 108 software
consultancy firms in Hong Kong. This number
increased to 186 in 1986, indicating a growth rate
12
of 80% over the last four years. The role played
by software consultants in Hong Kong is believed to
be growing. Examples are Arthur Anderson and Price
Waterhouse.
3. Value-added resellers
Besides computer vendors and software
consultants, there are also value-added resellers
who buy computers from the computer vendors,
develop application software packages on the
computers to provide immediate solutions called
turn-key systems and resell these turn-key
systems in the market. This is a new business
trend in Hong Kong.
End-users4.
The firms, in whichever business and industry,
which ultimately use the computing facilities
themselves are called end-users. Although some
application software packages are provided by
computer vendors, software consultants and
value-added resellers, many large corporations,
e.g. the government, public utilities and large
banks in Hong Kong, develop their own application
software for in-house use. In 1986, there were
about 1166 computer end-users in Hong Kong. It can
be concluded that in Hong Kong the majority of
computer projects are software development
projects. In the present study, from the above
discussion, our emphasis will accordingly be put on
software projects.
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ulr?'lcuitles in Software Projects
While software plays a more and more important role
in computer projects, experience suggests that software
projects have a high risk of running into problems.
There are frequent complaints that the completed
software does not meet what the users want. Serious
cost and time overruns are not uncommon for software
projects. It is a common practice among computer
professionals to work overtime to catch up delayed
schedules.
There are difficulties inherent in software project
comparing to hardware project:
1. there is a lack of visibility
2. requirements specifications are ambiguous
3. quality is difficult to measure
4. reliability is difficult to measure
5. software products are usually non-standard and
unique in almost every installations.
6. resource and cost estimation is difficult
7. technology changes rapidly
8. there is a lack of test criteria
Some people may think that computer software
development is an art like composing a piece of music
rather than an engineering task. They believe that the
success of software development projects rely entirely
on the talents of the programmers. The more control




PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
Typically, computer projects are carried out by a
team of staff with the project manager as the team
leader. The project manager is responsible for all
aspects of the project such as organising a project
team, monitoring the progress of the project and
initiating any corrective action to ensure that the
project is under control. A lot of principles and
techniques have been developed over the decades for
effective project management. Those principles and
techniques related to computer project management are
outlined below.
Project Organization
The project manager needs to build up his project
team to carry out the different tasks of the project.
There is an old Chinese saying, The Great Wall was not
built by one man. Team effort is essential to
implement complex projects. Typically, the project
manager identifies the technical skills required for the
project and estimates the manpower needed. He then
defines the structure of the project team and selects
the appropriate staff.
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Because of technological advances, the computer
projects are becoming more complex nowadays.
Frequently, the implementation of a computer project
requires the installation of hardware equipment, the set
up of database, the establishment of telecommunication
links, and the preparation of software programs. It is
therefore, mandatory, that the project manager knows
what type of people, and how many, are necessary for the
project, before he can find suitable persons for his
project team. Ideally, the project manager is also a
technical person who can make these estimations
himself. Otherwise, he has to get advice from other
people such as the consultants within the company. The
project manager should have a list of the types and










Then the project manager should determine the
relationship of his project team with the rest of the
organization. The different kinds of organization
structures are discussed in most books about project
management. The following table gives a classification
of the structures according to the authors' opinion, and
also with reference to two textbooks, one written by
16
Stephanou Obradovitch I, and the other by Kerzn'erb.
Stephanou
Type Obradovitch Kerzner
1. Well defined The Line Traditional (Classical)
hierarchy Organization Organization
of power
2. Functionally/ Classical with workFunctionally











Each organization structure has its strengths and
weaknesses. Hence, the project manager should select
the appropriate type of organization structure that is
appropriate to his organization environment. In
practice, for small size projects, the hierarchial or
functional organization structure is frequently used.
For large scale projects, typically the matrix approach
is used. Another approach, called Centralized Project
Management, has been advocated by Dilworth, Ford,
6 Kerzner, Harold. Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning, Scheduling and Controlling. 2nd
ed. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984.
7 Stephanou, S.E., and Obradovitch, M.M. Project
Management, Systems Development and Productivit.
Malibu, California: Daniel Spencer Publishers, 1985.
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Ginter and Rucks'. in essence, they proposed the
establishment of a specialized and permanent
organization dedicated to systems planning, design,
implementation and operation. The project is divided
into different phases, each of which would be carried
out by a team of that department. To a certain extent,
this approach has been used by some computer vendors,
who have a large number of project managers and
technical specialists, and their business is to provide
total solutions to user requirements.
No matter which type of organizational approach is
used, it is generally advocated that apart from the
technical staff, top management and representatives from
the users should be involved for the successful
implementation of the project. The reasons are that top
management support is necessary to provide the resources
needed by the project team and to develop the
appropriate climate within the organization for the
project team. User participation is mandatory to ensure
that the product developed by the project team will be
acceptable to the user. Therefore, appropriate
organizational structure is required to allow the
project team to communicate with its external
environment. A typical example is shown below:
9 Dilworth, James B., Ford, Robert C., Ginter,
Peter M. and Rucks, Andrew C. Centralized Project









With reference to this example, the role of each
entity would be as follows:
The steering committee defines the policy and
objectives of the project.
The change board investigates any request for
changes initiated either from the user or the
project team. The board also determines whether
the requested change should be approved.
The acceptance committee ensures that the product
developed meets the specifications.
The project team develops the product.
Top management executive, the financial control,
user representatives, and the project manager-would be
present in the steering committee.
With reference to this example, the role of each
entity is shown below:
RoleMembershipEntity
Top Level Management Policy making andSteering




Change Board User representatives Investigation and
approval ofProject Manager
Auditor change requests
Acceptance Quality Assurance To ensure that the
Committee Officer product developed
Project Manager meets the
Auditor specification
User representatives





Within the project team, the posts,
responsibilities and authorities should be defined. In
general, the team structure should be defined tc
facilitate the information flow among the team members,
to enable the effective delegation of power, and to
The structure of the project team obviously would
be dependent upon the type and scale of-the project.
Therefore, the project manager must make decisions about
who should be in the project team and which position
they should occupy. Besides, the structure of the
project team needs not to be fixed during the whole life
of the project. Instead, different project structures
can be set up during different stages of the project.
Using this approach, the arrangement of manpower can be
more dynamic. An example is shown below:
allow effective decision making.
20
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After the definition of team structure, the project
manager starts to build up his team. The objective of
this team building process is to form a team whose
members are both competent and motivated. Studies on
organization behavior generally propose that performance
is related to both ability, and motivation, according to
the following formula:
Performance= Ability x Motivation
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Suppose the highest score for both ability and
motivation is 10, then the highest performance would be
100.
The development of a strong team requires a lot of
management skills and the application of organization
behaviour concepts. This topic can be found in many
textbooks about organization behavior, human resources
management and general management. Therefore, the
authors do not intend to go into further details of this
topic. Lackman has given a summary about how to develop
a team 10. He also said, Don't stop until you find
the right person for the right position. In the
authors' opinion, the ideal person may not be found.
There is a shortage of trained computer professional in
Hong Kong. The project manager may then keep on
searching.
To suit the realistic world, the project manager
has to learn to compromise. If he cannot find' the best
person, he should consider the second best person as
well. Of course, adjustment to the original project
schedule would have to be made to cope with this
deviation of the skills and experience of the project
team.
In summary, the project manager has to set up the
right environment for his project team, he needs to
acquire the necessary resources such as people, money,
10 Lackman, Michael. Controlling the Project
Development Cycle, Part 1, 2 3. Journal of Systems
Management, (February 1987): pp. 7-29.
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equipment and facilities. Within his team, the project
manager acts as a leader, and performs the management
function. To the external world, the project manager
acts as a diplomat. He needs to gain top management
support and to establish a good relationship with the
user.
Project Life Cycle
A project typically undergoes the processes of
initiation, development and completion. Defining the
different stages of the project life cycle is important
for the purposes of resource allocation, and control.
Although computer projects differ widely in their
complexity, duration and scale, they showed marked
similarily in having similar patterns of project life
cycle. Most literatures about computer system
management mentioned that there are two types of project
life cycles for computer projects, namely, the Standard
Development Life Cycle (SDLC), and Prototyping. In
addition to these two, Des Santos suggested a third one,
the Incremental Approach 11. Lynch also mentioned the
End-User Development Approach12, which is not
discussed because it is not the scope of this paper.
11 Des Santos, Brian L, A Management Approach to
Systems Development Projects. Journals of Systems
Mana emen, (August 1986): pp. 35-41.
12 Lynch, Robert M. MIS Project Risk and
Applications Development Approach. IMDS (May/June
1987): pp. 22-26.
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Each pattern of the project life cycle is discussed
below:
1. Standard Development Life Cycle.
This is the classical approach and also the
most widely used one. the computer project is
divided into a number of distinct stages, each of
which has its own start and completion date. The
typical pattern is:
a. Feasibility Study
During this stage, the systems analyst,
and the users meet together to investigate
whether it is 'feasible' for the project to
provide the users with what they want. The
capabilities of the computer hardware and
software are assessed to check whether they
can provide the desired functions.
b. Functional Specification Definition
The functions to be provided by the
computer system are defined. Formal documents
are usually produced during this stage to
describe the attributes of the product to be
developed.
c. System Design
The systems analyst decides how the
desired functions can be achieved by the
computer. Technical documentations in the
form of system specification, flow charts,
data-models are produced during this stage.
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d. System Development
This is the stage where the computer
programs are coded.
e. Acceptance
During this stage, the computer programs
are tested, both individually and as a whole.
Any results deviated from the specification
are reported. The development team then
corrects the errors found by a process known
as debugging.
f. Implementation
After the system has been tested and
found to conform with the specification, the
system would be installed into the user sites
for live operation. During this stage, user
training, data preparation are also required.
g. Post-Implementation Review
The review would be performed by a party
external to the project team, such as
auditors, to check that the system developed
does provide the specified functions, the
quality of the system matches the agreed
standards, and the system has sufficient
security. The project can be said to have
been completed when the review party sign
acceptance to the system.
h. Maintenance
This stage is usually not regarded as
part of the project. However, to avoid future
25
conflict after the system handover, most
project managers would make the users aware
that maintenance should be covered by a
separate party, such as the users' own data
processing department.
2. Prototyping
A prototype is a software model. Prototyping
is therefore the process of building up the
software model. Prototyping takes an iterative
approach to developing the final product. The
essential steps are:
a. Basic requirement definition
The essential functions to be provided by
the system are identified.
b. Prototype development
During this stage, the prototype is
prepared and tested.
C. Demonstration
The developed prototype is presented to
the users for trial usage. The users then
provide feedback to the development team.
d. Requirements Refinement/Amendment
The user may want to make elaborations to
his initial basic needs, change his needs, or
add new needs, after he has used the
prototype. The systems analyst then amends
the system design to suit the user.
e. The processes of prototype development,
demonstration and requirements refinement/
26





The last three processes have been discussed in
SDLC.
3. Incremental Approach
According to Des Santos, this approach
focuses on designing an expandable system that can
be installed in stages.11. He suggested that
the project can be divided into a number of phases,
each with different stages such as analysis,
design, programming and installation. For example,
each phase can be used to deal with one user. This
incremental approach has been adopted for many
large scale projects.
In the opinion of the authors, this is not a
new approach. The multi-phased project, as
proposed by Des Santos, can be visualized as a
chain of related projects, each has its own SDLC.
Therefore, we feel that Des Santos is advocating a
management philosophy, rather than a new type of
project life cycle. Therefore, our subsequent
discussion will be limited to the SDLC and
11 Des Santos, Brian L. A Management Approach to
Systems Development Projects. Journals of Systems
Management, (August 1986): pp. 35-41.
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prototyping.
The •SDLC defines each stage of the project
clearly. Hence, it facilitates management planning
and control. However, the user requirement may
change during the project life cycle, and the
project manager would then face a dilemma. If he
insists on the baseline, i.e. what has been
defined in the functional specification, he may
invoke user resistance to accept the system. If he
accepts the change, he may not be able to meet his
project schedule.
Prototyping is a more friendly approach
because much user participation is involved to
develop the final product. User requirement
changes are expected and hence should not present
problems to the project manager. On the other
hand, because prototyping is an iterative process,
management planning and control are difficult. The
project manager is not sure when the user will be
satisfied with the prototype. Moreover, because
prototyping stresses the quick development of a
workable product, quality and standards are often
neglected during the product, development. The way
of quick and dirty programming should be
discouraged.
Because of the trade-offs between SDLC and
prototyping, the alternative approach of
integrating prototyping into SDLC can be
considered. One such example has been given by
28
Boar13, who suggested that prototyping can be
integrated within the SDLC as the definition step.
The project manager must decide the
appropriate type of life cycle for his project,
basing on its nature, duration and complexity.




The task of the project manager is to complete the
project successfully. The definition of project
success will be referred to in Chapter IV. Although it
is hard to provide an exhaustive list of the
responsibilities of a project manager, it can be said
that the project manager performs the following roles:
1. He acts as a representative of the project team to
the top management and users.
2. He is responsible for the planning, coordinating
and monitoring the different activities within the
project team. He directs his team to the right
goal.
3. He acquires the resources needed by his team such
as budget, office space, facilities, etc.
12 Lynch, Robert M. MIS Project Risk and
kpplications Development Approach. IM(May/June
171• nn_ 99-96.
13 Boar, Bernard. Application Prototyping: A
Jif e Cycle Perspective. Journal of Systems Management,
February 1986): pp. 25-31.
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4. He is the leader of the team. Therefore, he needs
to manage his people, to motivate them and to
resolve conflicts among team members.
To carry out the above roles, the project manager
must possess the appropriate qualifications and personal
characteristics. Lackmani° has portrayed a profile of
a successful manager as follows:
Technical mastery
Managerial mastery
Ability to create a strong team
. Dedication to quality and to satisfying the
customer
Ability to utilize resources effectively
Good communication and inter-personal skills
Ability to delegate responsibility and authority
Ability to determine the purpose and goal of a
project
Ability to keep the project team focused on the
goal
Ability to maintain broad awareness while focusing
on details
Ability to take the complex and make it simple
Ability to see parts in terms of the whole
Single-mindedness of purpose and dedication to the
Droect qoal
10 Lackman, Michael. Controlling the Project
Development Cycle, Part 1, 2 3. Journal of Systems
Management,, (February 1987): pp. 7-29.
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Stability, flexibility and adaptability
Honest, trustworthy, reliable, dependable,
hardworking
Good health
Examples of the above requirements can be found in
the advertisements of the South China Morning Post.
Some of them are quoted below:
An advertisement from Chase Manhattan Bank:
Excellent communication skills ability to deal
with people effectively
Strong self-initiative managerial experience
University graduate or equivalent professional
an aIific-atinn s
An arivPri-i.qr=,mPni- frnm Tlairv Farm.
A knowledge of business practice as distinct from
computer experience is the key requirement of this
appointment. Applicants must be able to
demonstrate that they can fulfil the tasks
outlined. They must be able to inspire confidence
in both users and their colleagues. They must
understand the importance of teamwork, and be
excellent communicators.
Some of the above-mentioned attributes are in-born
while others can be gained through experience. This set
of attributes can be useful by the top management to
select the appropriate person to be the project manager.
and to develop training programs for existing project
managers. For the project manager himself, he should
evaluate himself against the proposed ideal person so
that he can make improvement and lead his project team
better.
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Proiect Plannin and Control
To complete a project, the project manager makes
plans for the different activities and ensure that such
plans are fulfilled. Because plans are estimates of the
real environment, works may not be completed according
to the original schedule. Therefore, it is essential
that the project manager can detect any deviation from
the plans and initiate the appropriate corrective
actions. In general, proper project planning and
control are very important to implement the project
within the target dates and budget.
Typically, a project consists of different types of
plans, each addressing a particular aspect of the
project. A typical list of plans is discussed below:
1. Activity Plan
The project is divided into a number of
activities, each of which has its own start and
completion date.
2. Staff Plan
This plan identifies the types and numbers of
staff required at different times of the project.
3. Financial Plan
This plan defines the total budget available
for the project. It also identifies the cash flow
requirements during different stages of the
project, such as the ordering of computer
equipment.
4. Resources Acquisition Plan
Adequate resources such as computer time,
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office space and telecommunication facilities are
required to provide a supporting environment for
the project team. This plan lists what resources
are required, and when they are required.
5. Quality Assurance Plan
The product developed by the project team
should be error-free, flexible and enhanceable in
the future. Therefore, quality measurements are
required to prevent the use of quick and dirty
way of programming, at the expense of the long term
goals.
6. Contingency Plan
This plan includes a list of the potential
risks that may arise and the corresponding actions
to deal with them. This plan caters for situation
such as staff turnover, delayed equipment delivery
and technical bottlenecks.
After the set up of plans, a control system has to
be established to check the effectiveness of the plan.
Basically, the control system compares the quantities
and qualities of the output with standards. Also the
work progress is compared with the schedules.
Deviations from the plans are then discovered and the
corrective action initiated. Therefore, the first step
is to compile a set of documented standards and agreed
schedules applicable to the project. They form the
criteria against which work performance would be
measured. Secondly a reporting mechanism must be built
within the project team structure to collect the
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data required for the review process. Data may be
obtained via formal channels such as time-sheets,
activity reports, minutes of meeting, or informally such
as spot check and sampling. There are different
management philosophies concerning how to manage the
team effectively. The typical ones are Management By
Objective, Management By Wandering About, Theory X and
Theory Y, and Management By Exception. The project
manager should apply dynamically the different
techniques to direct the efforts of his team towards the
project goal.
To reduce the burden of project managers in the
areas of planning and control, numerous tools and
techniques have evolved.. In general, they can help the
project manager in the following aspects:
1. Forecasting and Decision-Making
To make realistic and achievable plans, the
project manager predicts the future and makes
decisions, basing on the information available
now. Using the scientific approach of forecasting
and decision making, models representing the real
environment are built up. Then by a process known
as simulation, the input data to the model are
varied, and the different output from the models
are recorded and evaluated. The simulation process
utilise the statistical techniques and operational
research methods to derive the results. Nowadays,
the modelling and simulation procedures can be done
by the computer software packages known as the
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Decision Support System.
2. Planning and Controlling
These techniques and tools are well documented
in many project management textbooks. An example
of a comprehensive list can be found in Cleland and
King's book8. With reference to computer
projects, both Lackman and Plasket have summarised
some of the techniques 10 14. The most popular
ones are summarised below:
a. Work Breakdown Structure
The principal idea is to use a top-down
design to divide a complex task into a number
of smaller tasks. This process of task
division is repeated until finally, each
ultimate task is a manageable entity. An
example of the resultant hierarchy of tasks is
shown in Fig 3.3.
b. Gantt Chart
Henry Gantt developed this technique
around 1900. The project activities are
listed in the y-axis of the chart, while the
na1 AnAnr iv, in the x-axis. Corresponding to
8 Cleland, D.I. and King W.R. Systems Analysis and
Project Management. International Student Edition.
Singapore: McGraw Hill, 1983.
10 Lackman, Michael. Controlling the Project
Development Cycle, Part 1, 2 3. Journal of Systems
Management, (February 1987): pp. 7-29.
14 Plasket, Richard L. Project Management, New
Technology enhances Old Concepts. Journal of Systems
Management, (June 1986): pp. 6-10.
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FIGURE 3-4 GANTT CHART







the period of each activity, a bar is drawn.
An example is shown in Fig 3.4.
The chart can show details of each
activity. The actual duration of each task
can be compared with the scheduled one. The
major disadvantage of this representation is
that task dependencies cannot be identified
from the chart.
Network AnalysisC.
The activities of the project are chained
together to form a graphical network. Using
this method, interdependencies among tasks can
be identified. Also, the alternative course
of action can be more easily formulated than
using the Gantt chart. The most popular
networking techniques are CPM and PERT. They
are summarised below:
CPM (Critical Path Method)
This technique was developed by duPont
Company in 1956. The longest path from the
start to end of project is identified and is
called the critical path. The time required
to complete all the tasks on the critical path
is known as the critical time. Any tasks on
the non-critical paths would have some slack
time for completion. Any delay of tasks on
the critical path would cause the project to
delay as well. An example is shown in Fig
3.5.
FIGURE 3-5 NETWORK SHOWING CRITICAL PATH
indicates critical path with a critical time of
22.
PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique)
This technique was developed in 1958
during the U.S. Navy's Polaris Missile
Project. The expected time required to
complete each task is derived from a
statistical algorithm basing on the
estimations of the pessimistic time, mostly
likely time and optimistic time required for
completion. The actual times required to
complete the tasks are compared with the
expected times. The deviations can then be
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used to compute the probability of being able
to meet project deadlines. The project
manager then can direct the manpower and
resources towards the tasks which would
probably fail to meet the deadlines.
3. Project Standards
Many organizations and institutions have
developed standards for various aspects of project
activities such as system design, programming and
documentation, either as a result of academic
research or experiences of past projects. The
project manager can examine those standards and
select the appropriate ones for his projects.
For some companies, project management
handbooks are available to project managers. These
handbooks define the management standards to be
used, the corporate philosophy and the procedures
for resource acquisition.
Besides the above mentioned project management
tools and techniques, the project manager should be
acquainted with the methodologies and tools
available for system design and development. The
duration of many tasks would depend on the approach
being used. It is a well known fact that software
programs can be developed more quickly, at the
expense of quality and flexibility. Therefore, by
having the technical knowledge, the project manager
can make more accurate planning and can have a
better control of the product quality. For system
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analysis and design, there are structured methods
such as• SADT (Structured Analysis and Design
Technique), HIPO (Hierarchy plus Input, Process and
Output Information Architecture). For prototyping,
software package called prototypers are available
to generate the prototype. Code generaters can be
used to generate the codes for computer
programmers, and the presence of the Fourth
Generation Language can reduce programming efforts
by a great amount. Therefore, the project manager
should discuss with the technical people to
formulate the set of methodologies and technical
tools which best suit the project.
Software packages are available to minimise
the manual procedures that are required to produce
charts, networks and diagrams. Examples are the
Harvard Total Project Management and the Project
Management Workbench. The project manager can




MAJOR PROBLEMS IN COMPUTER PROJECT
Definition of Project Success
The role of a project manager is to implement a
project successfully. However, what is meant by being
successful? Different parties, such as the top
management, the project team, and the user would have
different perceptions of what a successful project
should be like. The time and cost constraints are used
universally by top management and project managers to
measure project success. From the user point of view,
meeting the time schedule and having a usable system are
the prime criteria to judge project success.
Kerzner15 has a more complete definition of project
success as follows:
"A successful project is one which has been
accomplished within the following constraints:
within time
within cost or budget
at the desired performance or quality level
within the original scope or mutually agreed upon
scope changes
without disturbing the corporate culture or
corporate values
with well documented, post-audit analysis"
15 Kerzner, Harold. "In Search of Excellence in
Project Management" Journal of Systems Management.
(February 1987): pp. 30-39.
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Although in practice, such broad scope of
definition of project success is seldom used, deviations
from any of the above set of criteria would be expressed
as one sort of problem or the other. Therefore, it
might be useful for project managers to adopt Kerzner's
definition as a framework for project management or
develop a similar definition compatible with their
organizations.
Major Problems Encountered
As the scale, duration and complexity of a computer
project increases, it becomes more difficult for project
managers to implement the project within the constraints
specified. Typically, a project may have problems in
the following major areas:
Meeting project deadlines
Meeting the budget
Meeting the user requirements
The possible causes to these problems are discussed
below:
1. No well-defined project objective
Although it seems obvious, it is not uncommon
that no clear and mutually agreed project objective
is established among the top management, the
project team and the user. Without a well defined
set of objectives, project efforts may be directed
to the wrong aspect and result in wastage of
man-power.
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2. Unrealistic project deadlines
Some 'projects are deemed to fail because the
project deadlines are set unrealistically, either
as a result of a top management decision, user
requirement or wrong estimation.
3. Omission of critical tasks in planning
As the computer system becomes more complex,
project managers are more susceptible to overlook
critical tasks and omit them from the project
schedules. The critical tasks overlooked typically
do not require much workload but they need
technical staff with specialized skill, e.g. the
establishment of a communication link. At that
stage, the project manager may be unable to find
the appropriate person to carry out those tasks
previously omitted from the schedule.
Inadequate/Inexperienced staff4.
A strong project team needs to be staffed with
both enough manpower and the required expertise.
The staff shortage problem is a common phenomenon
in the computer industry. It is sometimes
difficult to find a person with the appropriate
skill required by the project. Staff
turnover/illness may create a vacancy in the
project team which is hard to be filled
immediately.
Besides, the key staff of the project team
may, upon request by top management. or another
project manager, temporarily suspend all activities
in his current project and enroll into another
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more important project for critical problem
solving.
5. Staff not fully dedicated to the project
Members of a project team may not be working
full time for the project for a variety of
reasons. They may participate in other projects as
well, or provide maintenance service to existing
customers. If a person spends 50% of his time on
the project, he should be counted only as 1/2
person in the project schedule. However, a lot of
such extra activities are ad hoc in nature, and
project managers may not give allowance for such
non-project activities when making their schedule.
Insufficient resources6.
The project team requires different resources,
such as terminals to access computers, computer
time, fast channels to receive computer outputs
etc. Inadequate set up of the project environment,
or unexpected resources problems can reduce the
efficiency of the project team significantly. For
example, deficiency of printers causes delay in
getting computer outputs computer downtime limits
the time available for project development.
Errors in functional specification/system design/7.
programming
The functional specification defines the
attribute of the products to be delivered to
users. Basing on the functional specification,
system design is made and followed by programming
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to develop the computer system. Errors in any of
the above activities cause additional efforts to
find out the problem and correct it. It has been
estimated that the relative efforts to correct the
errors in functional specification definition,
system design and programming would be 1:10:100.
Therefore, an error detected in the programming
phase would take 100 times the effort to correct
than if this error is found during the functional
specification definition phase.
Critical deliverables from external parties out of8.
schedule
The critical deliverables are the equipment,
software or documentation that is essential to the
project. Examples are computer, hardware, software
of a particular version, and working procedures
from users. The schedule of delivery of such items
is basically out of the control of the project
manager.
Unexpected technical difficulties9.
Hardware errors, system software deficiencies
and communication link failure can cause serious
delay to computer application software development.
More workload is required than anticipated10.
One cause of this problem is that the system
is more complex than expected. Another cause is
frequent changes in user requirements. Whether the
baseline, i.e. a formal definition of user
reauirement, has been set up or not, managing user
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change requests remain one of the most perplexing
problems to project managers because user
acceptance plays an important part in the smooth
system installation.
11. Inadequate System testing
A thorough system testing is mandatory to
ensure that the product developed by the project
team meets the quality standard and performs the
required functions correctly. The earlier a
mistake is found, the less will be the effort to
correct it. Bugs embedded in the software due to
inadequate system testing usually lead to a longer
user acceptance period. Even if the system which
has undiscovered deficiencies is accepted by the
user and put into live service, the occurrence of
any error after system implementation can be
disastrous. For example, a database corruption can
cause a bank to lose thousands of transactions.
Although the effort to correct such post
implementation error would be regarded as system
maintenance work, the project team would be
responsible for the consequence of such errors.
User resistance12.
To complete the project, the product developed
by the project team must be delivered to the user.
A major problem is that the user refuses to accept
the system. A number of factors may lead to this
nrblem:
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a. No baseline established
The baseline defines the attributes of
the product to be delivered to the user. In
the absence of the baseline, or when the
baseline is ambiguous, the finished product is
not quantifiable for user acceptance.
Many users are unwilling to authorise the
baseline proposed by the project team.
Typically, they would not say 'yes' to avoid
being committed to the criteria, and would not
say 'no', in which case the project could not
be started. As a result, some projects are
carried out with the assumption that the
baseline has been established, but in fact, it
is not.
User's expectation differ from theb.
specification
Even though the baseline has been
established, what the user perceived may be
different from the project team. In that
case, the user is expecting one product but
the project team delivers another.
User's change request not entertainedC.
The project team refuses to carry out
some change requests which the user considers
important. Therefore, the user regards the
product as not meeting their needs.
Psychological issuesd.
Some users dislike computer systems
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because new procedures would replace the old
ones.
e. Company/project politics
Politics commonly exist in
organizations. Project managers are competing
for experienced staff, budget and resources.
The involvement of the project team in





The present study is exploratory in nature since it
is the first survey on computer project management in
Hong Kong.
The subjects of our study are project managers
practising in the computer profession in Hong Kong.
These include those professionals who are actually
playing the role of project managers although their job
title may not be project manager.
The primary source of data for the study is the
responses to questionnaires sent to more than 500
companies. The secondary source of data comes from
interviews with project managers, the authors' own
experiences and observations. The source and collection
of data, the questionnaire and the data analysis
methodology are discussed below.
Source and Collection or liana
As it is difficult.to obtain a full list of project
managers in Hong Kong, non-probability sampling was
used. The mailing list comes from two channels.
1. Asian Computer Directory
In this directory, a full list of the names
and addresses of those firms (about 1200) with
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"computer installations is published. Among these
firms, about 500 firms have four or more EDP
staffs. The questionnaires were addressed to the
EDP managers of these 500 firms because it is
unlikely that project managers are employed in
firms with less than four persons. The EDP
managers were expected to pass the questionnaire to
the respective poject managers in their firm. Some
firms may have more than one project managers while
some others may have none at all. In our covering
letter, we have requested the EDP manager to make
more copies for their project managers whenever
necessary.
Personal Relationship2.
Since the authors have been working in the
computer field for years, the number of project
managers accessible through personal relationship
is about 40. Although this number is small
compared with the sample size mailed out, the
response rate of this category is believed to be
higher than that from the other source due to their
support of this research.
The recipients of the questionnaire were requesuCu
to send the questionnaires back using a stamped and
self-addressed envelop provided. In order to improve
the response rate, an incentive scheme was mentioned to
the respondents that a summary of the survey data would
be sent back to each respondent who requested it by
filling in and sending to the authors a request slip
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enclosed in the mailing package.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was sent in a mailing package
consisting of:
1. a covering letter (Appendix 1)
2. the questionnaire itself (Appendix 2)
3. a return envelop with postage stamp
4. a request slip for survey summary (Appendix 3)
The questionnaire was composed of four parts:
Part I Project Environment
Part II Project Results and Problems Encountered
Part III Project Management Practices
Part IV Personal Data
Part I consisted of questions on those data useful
for classifying the projects such as the business
category, project scale and type.
Part II of the questionnaire asked the respondents
about the success of the projects, problems encountered
in respective areas and their perceived causes of
problem. A free format area was provided for the
respondent to indicate how he/she overcame major
problems encountered.
Part III of the questionnaire asked the respondents
for information on how project management concepts and
techniques have been practised in their job. These
included their project organization, project life cycle,
planning and controlling techniques.
Part IV contained questions on personal data such
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as sex, age, marital status, qualification, training and
experience of the respondents themselves.
Data Analysis Methodology
The major steps in the data analysis are as
follows:
1. Find out the fundamental statistics of the
respondents' data. These include frequency
distributions of data measured by nominal scale or
ordinal scale and the means of data measured by
interval scale.
2. Derive performance indices on time control, budget
control, quality control and overall project
success.
3. Perform Pearson Correlation between the performance
indices and those data measured by interval scale
in the categories of project environment, problem
area, causes of problem, project management
practices and personal data.
4. Classify the respondent questionnaires into the
following subsamples:
a. Schedule met
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with more than or equal to 90%
of the projects completed before or on
deadline.
b. Schedule overrun
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with less than 90% of the
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projects completed before or on deadline.
C. Budget met
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with more than or equal to 90%
of the projects meeting budget constraint or
within 10% overbudget upon completion.
d. Budget overrun
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with less than 90% of the
projects meeting budget constraint or within
10% overbudget upon completion.
User requirement mete.
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with more than or equal to 90%
of the projects meeting user requirements upon
completion.
User requirement not metf.
This includes those respondent
questionnaires with less than 90% of the
projects meeting user requirements upon
completion.
a. Successful projects
This includes those respondent
questionnaires describing projects with
schedule, budget and user requirement met,
while the respective definitions of schedule
met, budget met and user requirement met are
the same as those used above.
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h. Unsuccessful projects
This includes those respondent
questionnaires describing projects with either
one or more of the aspects---- schedule,
budget and user requirement not met.
Tighter boundary lines are set for
meeting schedule and user requirement because:
Contractal terms may exist to define when
the project should be completed and what
type of products the project team should
deliver. Failure to meet such terms
would make the company of the project
team subject to liability clauses.
Projects which do not meet the criteria
of time schedule and quality would
dissatisfy users, and the corporate image
would be damaged.
Many companies have a tolerance for
occasional over-budgeting, although it is
undesirable.
Find out the percentages of respondent5.
questionnaires falling into each of the above
subsamples:
Find out the characteristics of and the differences6.
between successful projects and unsuccessful
projects in terms of:
- project environment factors
- project organizational factors
- project manager's demographics, qualification,
and training.
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In this analysis, cross tabulation technique and
non-parametric test of significance were used for
data measured by nominal scale. For each factor,
chi-square statistical test was employed.to test
whether there was significant difference between
the subsamples.
7. Identify the major problem areas and their causes
cited by the respondents of each subsample.
8. Consolidate those recommendations from the
respondents on overcoming major problems.
The calculations involved in the data analysis were





In total 536 questionnaires were sent to firms in
Hong Kong. The collection period was about three weeks
to give the respondents sufficient time-to complete and
return the questionnaires. Eighty-eight respondent
questionnaires were received. Negative replies were
also received in which the senders stated that either
the addressee had left the firm they were not the
suitable respondents to our questionnaire, or it was not
their company policy to reply to questionnaires.
Forty-five request slips for the summary of
questionnaires were returned. The response rate to our
questionnaire was about 17%. Considering the length of
the questionnaire, the amount of thinking needed and the
time required to complete the questionnaire, such
response rate was quite good.
Because this survey is an exploratory study, we
intend to analyse the data from different perspectives
so as to relate the. different aspects of project
management to the degree of project success. The
following sections describe the different approaches
used.
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Frequency Distributions and Average Values
A summary of the collected data is prepared and
shown in Appendix 4. The following points are helpful
in understanding the summarized results:
The total number of returned questionnaire is 88.
Figures in the square brackets of the questionnaire
represent the frequency counts of the choices
selected by the respondents.
Except for open questions, figures in the space
underlined represent the average values of the
returned data.
The frequency counts of most questions do not add
up to 88, the total number, because of missing
data.
For questions which allow selections of multiple
choices, the frequency count can exceed 88.
For each of the questions 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), the
average values of the choices do not add up to the
average value of Question 3, the total number of
projects, because of missing data.
All percentages calculated are adjusted so that
missing data are excluded and the percentages of
each question add up to 100%.
In addition to the summary, frequency tables are
prepared as shown in Tables 6-1 to 6-9.
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Project Environment
Question 1 indicates that our sample covers a wide
variety of business and industries. Software houses,
computer vendors, government/public utilities,
manufacturing and banking comprise two-thirds of our
sample. This frequency distribution (Table 6-1) seems
logical because the questionnaires were mailed to
individuals, rather than on a company basis. Computer
vendors and software houses do business by selling
computer solutions. These firms usually have a pool of
managers to lead the different types of computer
projects. There are few government/public utilities in
Hong Kong. The significant portion of response from
this sector may be attributed to the good response from
the government's data processing agency, which has about
50 project managers.
Banks are the major computer users in the
commercial sector while manufacturing refers to the
industrial sector. It is therefore, not surprising,
that these two categories also comprise a significant
portion of our sample.
There is a wide variety of different categories of
computer application projects (Table 6-2).
Accounting/payroll occupies the highest percentage,
while management information system,
banking/finance/insurance, and office automation also
occupy a significant portion. One point to note is that
the distinction between different categories of projects
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may be rather arbitrary and may depend on the
interpretation of the respondent. For example, because
of technological change, office automation and
telecommunications are closely associated in a project
development retail projects frequently depend on
setting up telecommunication links a management
information system may include accounting and financial
sub-systems as well. Nevertheless the frequency
distribution shows the general pattern of what computer
projects are being managed.
The result indicates that the average number of
projects managed by each respondent within three years
is about 21. The average of the reported project
duration is 152 days. However, it does not mean that a
typical project manager can manage 21 projects with
project duration of 152 days each because the reported
number of projects managed and average duration of
projects, in fact, vary a great deal from company to
company. In some companies, the project manager manages
almost 100 projects in three years with an average
duration of only a few days. In other companies, the
project manager manages only two or three projects in
three years with an average duration of more than one
year. A possible reason for the large variance is that
the definition of a project may be different among
project managers. What one project manager regards a
project may be considered as a phase or a task of a
project by another project manager. Anyway, the number
of projects managed in three years is large and it is
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likely that each project manager has to manage a number
of projects concurrently.
The average project size of a team is about 5
persons and the average effort spent on a project is 820
man-days.
It is likely that the project team members work
overtime quite frequently because, in most cases, the
total man-days spent on a project is greater than the
product of project team size and project duration.
The hardware cost indicates the size of the
computer installation while the software cost indicates
the efforts required for computer application
development. Therefore, these figures give an
approximate estimation of the scale and complexity of
the computer projects. With reference to Table 6-3, it
can be seen that about 17% of the projects do not have
any hardware costs. This percentage refers to pure
software development projects. From Table 6-4, about 4%
of the projects do not have any software costs. This
percentage refers to pure hardware installation
projects. The rest of the projects involve both
hardware installation and software development. The
data indicates that the projects differ much in sizes
and the costs incurred can reach 10 million or more.
Referring to Question 8 of the summary it is seen that
many different types of computer projects are carried
out, two-thirds of which are either the development of
new computer systems or enhancement of the existing
system.
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The results indicate that the environments under
which the computer projects are carried out are too
heterogeneous to make a generalization. Such
differences in the characteristics of the project
environments are expected because of the popular usage
of computers nowadays. The key points revealed from the
collected data of this part of the questionnaire are:
Computers are used in many different kinds of firms
for a variety of purposes.
Project managers handle multiple projects
concurrently.
Project team members work overtime regularly.
Projects vary in scale and complexity. The costs
involved can be millions of dollars.
Different types of projects are carried out.
Project Results and Problems Encountered
Question 9 of the questionnaire contains the
variables which we used to measure the project results.
To be qualified as a successful project we think that




The percentages of respondent questionnaires
falling into each of the project performance categories







Meeting user requirement 4555
Project success 8515
The above table indicates that only 15% of our
sample can be associated with project success. It seems
that managing computer projects successfully is not an
easy task.
The intensity of problems encountered is addressed
in Question 10 of the summary. A quick glance at the
data reveals that the respondents did not encounter
great difficulties in the problem areas listed in the
questionnaire, because only a minor proportion of the
responses are located on the much and very much
categories of the given choices. To facilitate
comparison of the intensity of problems encountered on
the different areas, the following method is used:
Each category of the choices is assigned a value of
score as below:




- very little: 5
For each problem area, an average score is obtained
by multiplying the frequency of each category by
the corresponding score, adding up the products of
multiplication, and dividing the sum by the total
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number of respondents.
The scores for the problem areas are computed and
listed in Table 6-5. Although it is inevitable that the
respondents tend to select the middle categories
rather than those at the two extremes of the given
choices, by arranging the scores of the problem areas in
ascending order, it may be deduced that the following
five problem areas with the least scores may be worth
the attention of project managers:
. Time control, with score= 3.00
. Communication with end user, with score= 3.09
. Quality control, with score= 3.16
. Staffing the project team, with score= 3.18
Estimation of project effort, with score= 3.19
The causes of the problems can be analysed by
investigating Question 11 of the summary. As observed
from the data, only a minority of the responses are
located on the much and very much categories of the
given choices. It appears that project managers do not
regard the mentioned causes of problems as having much
impact on their projects. Again, the significances of
the causes of problems are compared using the same
method as described for Question 10, and the results are
shown in Table 6-6. By arranging the scores in
ascending orders, the following problem causes, which
have the least scores, seems to be important:
Frequent user requirement changes, with score=
2.57
Inadequate staff, with score= 2.94
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User expectations differ from spec., with score=
3.04
Inexperienced staff, with score= 3.15
Insufficient resources, with score= 3.17
User's psychological resistance, with score= 3.22
System more complex than expected, with score=
3.25
Over-optimistic estimation, with score= 3.28
The observations from the data of Questions 10 and
11 seem to be closely linked. Reasonable association
may be constructed as shown below:
Pnsq i h1 P raii qAProblem
1. Inadequate staffTime Control/
Quality Control 2. Inexperienced staff
3. Insufficient resources
4. System more complex than
expected
5. Over-optimistic estimation




3. User expectations differ
from spec.
1. Inadequate stateStaffing the
2. Inexperienced staffnroect team
1. System more complex thanEstimation of
expectedproject effor
2. Over-optimistic estimation
Therefore, the collected data highlight some
probable problem areas and the likely causes. Such
results may be useful to project managers for
implementing successful projects.
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The questionnaire includes an open question for the
respondents to describe how they solve the problems
met. A brief description of the feedback is presented
in Question 12 of the summary. A more detailed
description is presented in the Qualitative Analysis of
this chapter
Project Management Practices
Part III of the summary contains the data
concerning how projects are carried out. It is found
that different kinds of organizational structures exist,
and different parties may be involved in project
initiation, policy formulation, change request approval
and quality control. For the purpose of comparison, the
data in Question 14 are transformed into percentages, by
dividing the frequency count of each category by the
total number of responses. It is then listed in Table
6-7. The results show that user/client, and
EDP/MIS/technical manager play an active role in all the
different project areas. Top management participation
is significant in project initiation and policy making.
The project manager's involvement is important in change
request and quality control. Marketing/sales/business
planning staff participate mainly in project
initiation. On the other hand, steering/policy
committee, quality assurance officer and auditor have
low percentages of participation in all areas.
Question 15 measures the degree of participation of
parties external to the project development team. From
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the frequency counts, it is apparent that projects
usually involve user representatives, but the
participations of auditors or quality assurance officers
are rare. To make comparisons, the following scores are
assigned to the categories:




"very seldom" = 5
Then, using the weighted average method described
previously, the scores for the degrees of participation
are computed for each party:
. participation of user representative= 2.36
. participation of auditor= 3.89
participation of quality assurance officer= 3.83
The above result clearly indicates the more
frequent participation of user than the other two.
The project approach used is shown in Question 16.
Our original intention was to, ask the respondent to
select only one of the given approaches. In the
returned questionnaire, apart from the nil responses,
the following types of responses are found:
"Standard Development Life Cycle" was selected as
the only choice.
"Standard Development Life Cycle" and "Prototying"
as the selected choices.
"Standard Development Life Cycle" and "Other
Approach as the selected choices.
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A possible explanation of the selection of multiplE
choices is that some respondents regarded the different
approaches as equally important to the projects they
have managed. Because this question is designed tc
measure the percentage of total efforts spent in eacl
phase of each type of project approaches, such multiplE
selection of choices is acceptable and hence the date
given are regarded as valid.
Certainly there is the overwhelming usage of the
Standard Development Life Cycle, because all replies
include it as the only choice or one of the choices.
Prototyping is less frequently used and because no
reply selects Prototyping as the only choice, it seems
that it is used on occasions when the usage of Standard
Development Life Cycle is not suitable. One reply
selects Other Approach in addition to the Standard
Development Life Cycle. Comparing the phases
specified in this approach with the Standard
Development Life Cycle, it seems more appropriate to
treat this Other Approach as the Standard Development
Life Cycle, with zero percentage of effort spent in the
acceptance test phase. Therefore, in our opinion, two
types of project approaches are being used to carry out
computer projects, and the average effort spent on each
phase are shown in the summary.
To investigate the usage of techniques in computer
project management, the data in Question 17 of the
summary are analysed. Basing on these data, Table 6-8
is prepared to estimate how widely these techniques are
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used. If 80% usage is taken as the boundary line, the
following conclusions may be drawn:
Use of various standards, documentation and project
control is widespread.
Project management tools such as risk analysis,
work breakdown structure, milestone chart, Gantt
chart, rate chart and network analysis are lesE
frequently used.
Various types of plans are commonly used, with the
exception of quality assurance plan.
System development tools such as fourth generation
language, program generator and data flow model are
not frequently employed.
It would be worthwhile to investigate why some
techniques are more frequently used than the others.
Referring to the data under the Not Using heading of
Question 17, the following observations are made:
For the entries corresponding to project management
tools, such as risk analysis, etc, the frequency
counts for not applicable and not familiar are
very high.
For the entries corresponding to system development
tools, the frequency counts for not applicable
are very high.
The numbers reported under the not familiar
column indicate that the concepts of standards,
planning, documentation, control and development tools
are well understood by project managers. However, the
project management tools may be new to some project
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managers. This is a rather interesting observations,
because such tools are supposed to help project managers
to perform their roles.
By comparing the frequency counts under the
indicator of importance, it is obvious that the
majority of the respondent regard most items listed in
Question 17 as important to successful project
management. The exception is the class of project
management tools, such as risk analysis, work breakdown
structure, etc. They have also quite high frequency
counts indicating that they are not important. Rate
Chart which belongs to this class, is the only item
which is considered as unimportant by the majority of
respondents.
For comparing the extent used of the different
techniques, Table 6-9 is prepared by using the weighted





From the computed scores, it may be concluded that




















Therefore, when the attitudes of project managers
towards various techniques available are measured, it is
found that some project management practices seem to be
more popular than the others.
The responses to Questions 18 and 19 indicate that
the usage of computer software packages to assist
project management is not widespread. These data are
consistent with the previous deduction that project
management tools are not widely used.
Personal Data of Project Managers
Part IV of the summary contains the personal data
of respondents. It is observed that the number of males
is more than six times that of the females. Project
managers of ages less than 30 comprise about 9% of our
collected sample-- possibly because of the experience
required for the job. The majority of the respondents
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are married, which seems to be an obvious correlation
with the age range. The education levels attained are
rather widely dispersed. The majority are
graduates/post-graduates, followed by diploma
holders/matriculants, with secondary school level and
others as the minority. Therefore, it may be more
advantageous to have a high academic qualification for
pursuing a career in project management. The
disciplines of the reported qualifications are also
quite varied. Subjects such as computing, electronic,
engineering and- science are clearly relevant to
understanding computers. Meanwhile, subjects such as
business administration, planning and marketing are
helpful in managing projects. The reported data
indicate that both business subjects and technical
subjects are important in the role of computer project
manager. Questions 24 and 25 give a breakdown of the
present and last job titles of the respondents. It is
apparent that the project manager may have different
official titles. By analysing the data in each
questionnaire, it may be concluded that most respondents
did not begin their career as project managers. Most
likely they attained their present posts by internal
promotion or by changing jobs.
Salary indicates the importance of a person within
an organization. The collected data show that project
managers are quite well paid. Hence, they should be
regarded as important to organizations. The average
experience of project management is 6.37 years.
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Therefore, the respondents should have led numerous
projects and our collected data can be regarded as their
past experiences.
About half of the respondents indicate that they
have attended project management courses, which can be
divided into the following categories.
diploma degree courses offered by the
polytechnic/university such as MBA, BBA, DMS etc.
In-house organised courses.
Courses offered by external parties, especially the
following two categories:
Project Management Consultancy institutions
such as Graham Mead Associates, Hong Kong
Management Associations, Hoskyns Corporation
Ltd.
Computer vendors such as IBM.
Self-study is also indicated as another source of
knowledge acquisition. One respondent indicates that he
teaches but does not learn these courses. Because this
respondent has identified himself, we know that he
probably has attained a Ph. D degree. For the rest, it
appears that they rely on their experience to lead their
projects.
The last question indicates that on average, a
project manager dedicates about 25% of his time to
project management. The percentage breakdown indicates
that apart from project management, there are many other
roles in which a project manager would probably be
involved. As a result, a project manager may have to
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equip himself with different kinds of skills to perform
the various facets of his lob.
Statistical Tests
In addition to the frequency distributions and the
average values described previously, statistical tests
are performed with the collected data using the SPSS
computer program (Appendix 5). It is intended that the
results from the statistical tests can provide some
clues to which factors are significant in influencing
the outcomes of a'computer project.
The following sections describe the test results
using Pearson correlation and Chi-square tests.
Pearson Correlation
Before applying Pearson Correlation test, indices
are constructed as a measure of the project performances
in the following way based on the data obtained from
Question 3 and Question 9.
Let N= Total no. of projects managed in the last
3 years
Ni= No. of projects completed before or on
deadline
N2= No. of projects completed 1-10% late
N3= No. of projects completed 11-30% late
N4= No. of projects completed 30% late
N5= No. of projects completed within budget
N6= No. of projects completed 1-10%
overbudget
7
No. of projects completed 11-30%
overbudcret
8
No. of projects completed 30%
overbudqet
9
No. of projects having the quality
performance upon completion meeting user
requirement
10
No. of projects having the quality
performance mutually compromised with
user
11 No. of projects having the quality
performance not meeting user requirement
The performance indices derived are:












Performance index on overall project success,
PI= PITIME+ PIBUDGET+ PISPEC
These performance indices PITIME, PIBUDGET, PISPEC
and PI are then used as dependent variables. The
independent variables are the factors which may
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influence these dependent variables. Pearson
Correlation test is then applied to test the
significance of the correlation between each of these
dependent variables and each of the independent
variables which have been measured on an interval scale.




Perceived causes of problems
% effort spent on various project phases
Project management practices
Personal data of project manager
The results of the correlation tests between the
performance indices and each category of variables are
discussed below:
1. Correlation of project performance with project
environment
Table 6-10 shows the correlation of project
performance with project environment factors. It
is found that:
a. There is a negative correlation between the
number of projects managed and the performance
index on budget control. It seems that the
more projects one has to manage, the higher
the probability they will run overbudget. The
fact that the budget rather than time or
quality is more negatively affected by the
arowinq number of projects to be managed may
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be explained as follows. The more projects on
hand, the more resources the project manager
would likely have but the less attention he
can pay to each project. More problems would
be likely to occur. The more critical
concerns like deadline and quality can be
addressed by redirection of other projects'
resources on hand but sacrificing the budget
control.
There is a negative correlation between theb.
percentage of enhancement projects and the
performance indices on time control and budget
control. This may be attributed to the
negligence in planning and over-optimistism in
estimation of project cost and effort for
enhancement projects. A minor modification to
an existing system may require a lot of effort
in studying a large part of the existing
system and in testing thoroughly the whole
modified system again. These efforts are very
often overlooked since the percentage of
change perceived by the user and management is
small and they would expect that the effort
required would be proportionally small.
There is a positive correlation between the
C.
percentage of integration projects and the
performance indices on quality control and
overall project success. This may be
explained by the cautiousness of the project
managers in managing integration projects the
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complexity of which are usually perceived.
2. Correlation of project performance with problem
areas
Table 6-11 shows the correlation of project
performance with the intensity levels of different
problem areas. It should be noted that the
intensity level of problems is coded in the sense
that the higher the intensity level, the less is
the score. The following significant correlations
are observed:
a. There is a positive correlation between the
intensity of communication problem with
development team and performance index on time
control.
It suggests that the less the problem
encountered in communication with the
development team, the better is the time
control and vice versa. Among other
communication problems, communication with the
development team is the only significant
factor with correlation to the project
performance. it may be explained that other
communication problems are likely to be found
in all projects including successful or
unsuccessful ones. These communication
problems can be overcome by certain means so
that the project can still be successful.
However, communication problem in the
development team is mostly found in those
unsuccessful projects.
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b. There is a positive correlation between the
intensity of the problem in estimation of
project effort and performance index on time
control.
It suggests that the less the problem
encountered in estimation of project effort,
the better is the time control. This is
obvious because extra time will be required
for performing the project effort which has
been overlooked or under-estimated.
There is a positive correlation between theC.
intensity of the problem in planning project
tasks and performance indices on time control
and overall project success.
It suggests that the less the problem
encountered in planning project tasks, the
better is the time control. In this case, the
quality and budget control and thus the
overall project performance will possibly be
improved.
There is a positive correlation between the
d.
intensity of the problem in foreseeing risks
and all the performance indices.
it suggests that the more the problem in
foreseeing risks the worse will be the project
performance in all aspects. Failure in
foreseeing risks usually leads to poor
contingency planning and control over
schedule, budget and specification.
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e. There is a positive correlation between the
intensity of the problem in time control and
the performance indices on time control,
quality control and overall project success.
f. There is a positive correlation between the
intensity of the problem in quality control
and all the performance indices.
g. There is a positive correlation between the
intensity of the problem in cost control and
performance indices on time control, budget
control and overall project success.
The above correlations (e), (f) (g) suggest that
the problems in time, budget and quality control may not
be isolated and decoupled. They are largely dependent.
For example, problem in time control impairs the quality
and overall performance. A problem in quality control
affects all performance aspects, probably because extra
time and cost will be spent in order to make the quality
up to an acceptable limit.
3. Table 6-12 shows the correlation of project
performance with the causes of problems perceived
by the project managers.
It should be noted that the significance of the
causes is coded in the sense that the higher the
significance, the less is the score. The following
significant correlations are observed:
a. There is a positive correlation between the
unrealistic deadline due to over-optimistic
estimation and the performance index on time
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control.
It suggests that over-optimistic estimation is
the most significant cause of unrealistic
project deadline which gives rise to problems
in time control.
b. There is a positive correlation between
omission of critical tasks in planning and
performance indices on time control and
overall project success.
Obviously, extra time is required to carry out
the critical tasks omitted in planning which
makes time control difficult and, as a result,
overall project success is impaired.
There is a positive correlation betweenC.
inexperienced staff and performance indices on
time control, quality control and overall
project success.
It can be easily explained that inexperienced
staff produces work output of inferior quality
with longer time. If this factor is not
allowed for during planning, time and quality
control will be difficult.
There is a positive correlation between staffd.
not fully dedicated to project and performance
indices on time control, budget control and
overall project success.
In many cases, projects are planned on an
individual basis without regard to interaction
or resources sharing with other projects.
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This makes ultimate control of the project
difficult if, in reality, staff are not fully
dedicated to a project. Even if the project
manager wants to take the impact of other
projects into account during the planning
stage, it is difficult to foresee how his own
project will be interfered with by others
during the implementation stage.
There is a positive correlation betweene.
programming error and the performance indices
on budget control and overall project success.
It suggests that successful projects have few
problems in programming error.
There is a positive correlation betweenf.
inadequate system testing and performance
indices on time control and overall project
success.
It seems that projects with inadequate system
testing have more problems in meeting
deadlines. This is probably because much more
time is required for the rework and re-test
when problems are discovered eventually.
There is a positive correlation between system
9
more complex than expected and performance
indices on time control, quality control and
overall project success.
There is a positive correlation between
h
frequent user requirement changes and
performance index on quality control.
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It suggests that the more frequent users
change their requirements, the more difficult
it will be to satisfy them.
i. There is a positive correlation between user
expectations differing from specification and
performance index on quality control.
The work of the project team is driven by the
specification. Obviously, when the user
expectations differ from the specification,
the user requirement will not be met or mutual
compromise has to be made between the user and
the project manager.
j. There is a positive correlation between user's
psychological resistance and performance index
on quality control.
It may be explained that the more user's
psychological resistance, the more difficult
will be the requirements they impose.
k. There is a positive correlation between low
staff morale and overall project success
performance index.
it suggests that low staff morale impair to
some extent every aspect of project
performance.
Table 6-13 shows the correlation of project4.
performance with the percentage of effort spent on
different phases of the project.
For the standard development life cycle approach,
there is no significant correlation between the
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percentage of effort spent in project phases and
the project performance indices.
For the prototyping approach, the following
significant correlations are observed:
a. There is a positive correlation between the
percentage effort spent in demonstration to
user and the performance index on time
control.
It may be explained that the more
demonstrations to the user, the more certain
the project will be on the right track. It
minimizes the chance of subsequent rework
which will be more time consuming.
b. There is a negative correlation between the
percentage of effort in implementation and
performance indices on quality control and
overall project success.
It suggests that a higher percentage of effort
should be put in other phases rather than
implementation to make the project more
successful, especially in meeting user
requirement.
5. Table 6-14 shows the correlation of the project
performance with project management practices.
It should be noted that the extent of the technique
used is coded in the sense that the greater the
extent used, the less is the score.
The following significant correlations are
observed:
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a. There is a negative correlation between
project management standards score and
performance indices on time control, budget
control and overall project success.
It suggests that the use of project management
standards significantly contributes to the
project performance in time control, budget
control and overall project success.
There is a negative correlation betweenb.
documentation standards score and performance
indices on budget control and overall project
success.
It shows that documentation standards are more
likely to be used in successful projects.
There is a negative correlation betweenC.
quality assurance standards score and
performance index on time control.
There is a negative correlation betweend.
milestone chart score and performance index on
time control.
It may be a coincidence because milestone
chart is not really superior to Gantt chart or
others as a tool for time control.
There is a negative correlation between
e.
activity plan and staff plan scores and
performance index on time control.
It suggests that the uses of activity plan and
staff plan contribute to project performance
in time control.
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f. There is a negative correlation between
contingency plan score and performance indices
on time control, budget control and overall
project success. The use of contingency plan
probably gives rise to a better project plan
by foreseeing the potential problems which may
occur and devising means to avoid or solve
them. It makes subsequent project control
more manageable.
g. There is a negative correlation between the
fourth generation language score and
performance indices on time control and
quality control.
It can be explained that fourth generation
language improves the responsiveness and the
flexibility of software development.
h. There is a negative correlation between the
design specification score and the performance
indices on time control, quality control and
overall project success.
It indicates the design specifications are
produced in well managed projects.
Table 6-15 shows the correlation of the projectF
performance with the personal data of project
managers.
The following significant correlations are
observed:
a. There is a positive correlation between age of
project manager and performance index on time
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control.
It suggests that the elder project managers
exercise better control in meeting project
deadline.
b. There is a positive correlation between
percentage effort spent in project management
and performance index on time control.
It suggests that the project manager should
pay sufficient attention to a project in order
to have better control in meeting project
deadline.
A summary of all the significant correlations
discussed above is shown in Table 6-16.
Cross Tabulation
In this analysis, four performance variables have















Cross tabulation is then performed between each of
the independent variables measured by a nominal scale
and these performance variables. Chi-square tests have
been applied to find out the significance levels. A
large volume of output data has been generated by the
SPSS program.
Table 6-17 shows the significance level of the
Chi-square test in the cross tabulation of project
performance with project environment factors. No
significant difference is observed between the
subsamples.
Table 6-18 shows the significance level of the
Chi-square test in the cross tabulation of project
performance with project organizational factors.
One significant difference is observed between the
successful projects subsample and unsuccessful
projects subsample-- the use of steering/policy
committee in policy making and project direction. It
indicates that companies associated with successful
projects make more use of steering and policy committee
in policy making and project direction.
Another significant difference is observed between
the budget met subsample and budget overrun
subsample-- quality control by EDP/MIS/Technical
Manager. This result may be due to the great concern of
meeting budget expressed by EDP/MIS/Technical Manager,
who usually is the department head. Hence, his
participation in the quality control can cause the
project manager to pay attention to budget control as
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well.
Table 6-19 shows the significance level of the
Chi-square test in the cross tabulation of project
performance with personal data of project managers.
Only one significant difference is observed between
the user requirement met and user requirement not
met subsamples-- education. It indicates that project
managers with higher educational background can exercise
better quality control.
Qualitative Analysis
An open question is included in the questionnaire
to ask the respondents to describe the methods they
employed to solve the project problems. Feedbacks from
50 respondents have been obtained. The summary in
Appendix IV outlines the essential ways mentioned to
overcome problems. More detail analysis of these
collected data is presented within this section.
The answers provided by respondents to Question 12
are quite different in details. Therefore, the actual
technique used for problem solving seems to vary from
case to case. Indeed, some respondents mentioned that
no fixed rule could be given, and they solved problems
mainly by using their experience. Nevertheless, most
responses can be classified into the following
techniques:
1. Prevent problems from happening
The respondents regard that it would be better to
avoid problems rather than letting the problems
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occur and then find solutions for them. Therefore,
it is important to identify potential problems
during the planning process. Preferably, this risk
appraisal should be done objectively, such as by
statistical analysis. Preventive measures should
then be set up. Enough flexibility in resources
allocation, planning and scheduling should be
incorporated. Contingency plans should be made to
overcome problems, if they do occur.
It is recommended that tight project control should
be implemented. Progress review meetings, of
regular or ad-hoc nature, can be conducted to
ensure common understanding among different parties
involved in the project and to monitor the project
status. Progress reports can be prepared and
distributed to top management, users, and project
team members, especially on occasions when
responsibilities have to be agreed upon and
assigned. Moreover, the project manager should
obtain feedback from various sources to detect
problems.
2. Be prepared to solve problems
Some responses simply states that efforts should be
concentrated on the problems, without saying how
problems may be solved. Others attempt to provide
some guidelines for problem solving. For such
responses, the steps proposed show marked
similarity, and they are listed below:
a. Define the problem
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b. Investigate how critical the problem is and
what its impact is
c. Decide what type of decision/support is
required
d. Direct the resources to solve the problem,
thus preventing it from aggravating and
spreading to other areas.
Many responses recommend the discussion with top
management, user and/or technical staff for seeking
the solution or the alternative way. For certain
aspects of user liaison, the project manager may
recognise that the sales/marketing people can
perform the job better. For technical problems,
appropriate pressure should be applied to project
team members to correct the mistakes. it is also
mentioned that the project manager himself should
be persistent in solving problems, and he should be
able to use lateral thinking to explore
alternatives, and find the best solution.
Establish good relationships3.
It is advocated that more working discussions and
informal contact with all parties should be
required. The project manager must make sure that
all parties understand the project objectives. Top
management sponsorship for the project must be
obtained. This can be achieved by presenting the
alternatives to the top management, with cost and
benefit analysis for each of them, and explaining
why this project is chosen. it is essential that
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the project manager makes regular report to top
management, especially for staffing problems and
resources limitations. Close contact with the user
is necessary to emphasize user participation and
coordination. At the same time, the project team
members need to be motivated. This may be done by
holding periodic review with technical staff, to
allow them to voice their problems and to help them
find the solutions.
4. Manage user change request
During the initial system study, close contact with
the users is required to understand their
requirements, and hence to help them to establish
the functions to be performed by the computer
system. Before the project starts, the scope of
the project must be defined. The system/functional
specification can then be prepared, so as to be
endorsed by the user. This confirmation process
can minimise the user change requests in the
future. Subsequent user change requests after the
endorsement of the system/functional specification
should be charged with extra money. User
requirement changes at a later stage of the project
should not be entertained. They should be treated
as enhancement requests after the project has been
completed. One of the respondents advises that the
project manager can consider the choice of
abandoning the project, if the user has improper
requests which the corporation cannot/will not
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entertain, and no compromise can be made.
5. Reduce user resistance
User queries and suggestions should be handled
promptly. However, unrealistic expectations from
users must be identified and rectified. The
project manager should request a project
coordinator from the user side to perform the
following functions:
to officially accept the proposed solutions to
user requirements
to describe the project to the user's
management
to explain to the users how the system
developed by this project would benefit them
to train up users and operation staff
User involvement must be included during the
acceptance test. Help can be provided to users for
information collection, and preparation of test
data. Tests should be organised at the users'
convenient time.
Minimize staff turnover6.
Good environment and benefits should be provided to
staff. Junior staff should be given adequate
chance to participate in the projects. Job
enrichment programs, incentives etc may be
introduced. Staff should be motivated. The
project manager should help his subordinates solve
their problems, especially those arising through
users' ignorance.
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7. Keep aware of manpower requirements
Many respondents indicate their concern about the
problem of inexperienced/inadequate staff. Working
overtime seems universally adopted to overcome this
problem. Other alternatives include hiring
contract staff, part-time staff or summer students
to provide the additional required manpower using
system development tools to shorten the development
time, adopting turnkey solutions or using third
party software packages to cut down development
effort, employing productivity tools and incentive
scheme to motivate staff. Some responses suggested
that staff should be offered training chances and
back-up personnel should be trained. Therefore,
both short term and long term solutions have been
proposed in the collected responses.
Keep good time control8.
The problem of meeting project schedule seems to be
another major areas of concern to respondents
because a lot of suggestions have been made for
overcoming the problem of time control. It is
recommended that at least 10% more time should be
included in the schedule after the estimation of
project effort sufficient time should be allowed
for computer hardware delivery and contingency
plans should be prepared. While waiting for the
hardware to arrive, program development and testing
can be performed using compatible hardware. The
project manager should conduct regular review
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meetings to obtain commitments and deadlines of
tasks assumed by various parties. If the project
schedule is tight, additional staff may be employed
to meet the milestones and deadlines, otherwise the
project manager has to ask his team members. to work
overtime, at the expense of staff morale. When the
project schedule is out of control and obviously
non-redeemable, the project manager should seek
compromise with the user to obtain an agreeable
solution. In such case, the typical alternatives
are:
Cut down the user requirements to meet the
original project deadline.
Delay the project deadline, while maintaining
the original user requirements, because it may
be better to provide a late product rather
than a bad product.
Review with the user to identify the key
functions to be implemented on-time. Then
divide the project into phases of
implementation. Initially, the compromised
solution is installed, then at a later time,
the complete solution is implemented.
Ensure good quality and standards9.
Standards should be employed for system design,
programming, documentation and quality assurance.
For example, the modular concept can be used in
system design and programming. Adequate time
should be allocated to specification definitions,
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system design, and prototyping. It is advisable
not to make the system too complex. Adequate
training should be given to team members to
minimize software bugs. Hardware installation test
should be incorporated when applicable. Software
acceptance procedures should be complete and well
defined.
10. Other technique
One respondent stated that he modified the
operating system to provide a more convenient
programming and operation environment to his users
in order to increase their productivity. His
response is rather untypical because modifying the
computer operating system requires much technical
knowledge. On the other hand, his response
indicates that different approaches may be used for
problem solving.
This section, therefore, attempts to present the
feedbacks from respondents to Question 12 in an
integrated manner. The observed findings indicate that
there is no fixed rule for problem solving. However,
some general guidelines can be established to solve














































DISTRIBUTION OF SOFTWARE COST
Category Frequency Percentage
Not Applicable 3 3.7
13 15.9Below HK$50,000

















3.18Staffing the project team











N.B. Meaning of score:





SCORES FOR CAUSES OF PROBLEMS
Cause of Problem Score
No well defined project objectives 3.51
Unrealistic project deadline set by:
Top Management 3.41
User 3.37
Over optimistic estimation 3.28
















3.25System more complex than expected
2.57Frequent user requirement changes




N.B. Meaning of score





PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ROLES PERFORMED BY DIFFERENT PARTIES
Change
Project Policy Request Quality
Party Making Approval ControlInitiatio
Yes No Yes No Yes No
User/Client 63.7 36.3 20.0 80.0 20.3 79.7 32.5 67.5
Marketing/Sales/Business
Planning 12.5 87.5 2.5 97.5 2.5 97.5 1.2 98.8
Project Manager 2.5 97.5 11.2 88.8 17.7 82.3 43.8 56.2
EDP/MIS/Technical Manager 30.0 70.0 51.2 48.8 62.0 38.0 46.2 53.8
Steering/Policy Committee 1.2 98.8 6.3 93.7 3.8 96.2 1.2 98.8
Quality Assurance Officer 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 2.5 97.5
Auditor 0 100.0 0 100.0 1.3 98.7 2.5 97.5
20.0 80.0 42.5 57.5 11.4 88.6 1.2 98.8Top Management




DISTRIBUTION OF USAGE OF
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
Techniau
% Using% Not Using
Use of Standards:
Project Management Standards 93.9 6.1
System Design Standards 96.3 3.7
Programming Standards 96.3 3.7
Documentation Standards 97.6 2.4
Quality Assurance Standards 82.9 17.1Risk Analysis
58.2 41.8
Work Breakdown Structure 71.4 28.6
Milestone Chart 72.7 27.3
Gantt Chart (Bar Chart) 70.5 29.5
Rate Chart 32.0 68.0
Network Analysis 59.2 40.8
Planning:
Activity Plan 96.1 3.9
Staff Plan 94.8 5.2
Financial Plan 80.8 19.2
Resources Acquisition Plan 85.5 14.5
Contingency Plan 82.7 17.3
Quality Assurance Plan 78.9 21.1
System Development Tools:
4th Generation Language 64.2 35.8
Program Generator 54.5 45.5
Data Flow Model 57.1 42.9
Documentation:
Functional Spec. 97.6 2.4
Design Spec. 97.6 2.4
Programming Spec. 97.6 2.4
Operation Manual 98.8 1.2
Project control:
Memo/minutes 92.7 7.3
Time Sheet 90.5 9.5
Job Request Sheet 89.3 L0.7
Staff Activity Report 90.4 9.6
Progress Meeting 97.6 2.4
Project Status Report 95.2 4.8








Project Management Standards 1.87
System Design Standards 1.68
Programming Standards 1.53
Documentation Standards 1.56
Quality Assurance Standards 2.15
Risk Analysis 2.34
Work Breakdown Structure 1.. 89
Milestone Chart 1.96































CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH PROJECT ENVIRONMENT FACTORS










































CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH PROBLEM AREAS
Problem Areas Time Budget Quality Overall
-.0504Communication with top management .0520
.0630 .0202
-.0890 -.0756 -.0250Communication with end user .1050
Communication with development .2216* .0277 .0613 .1254
team p=.021
.0097 -.0071 -.0754 -.0275Communication with vendor
Communication with consultant/ .1851 -.0169 -.0097 .0608
contractor
Staffing the project team .0760 -.0160 .0386 .0372
.2573*Estimation of project effort .0604 .1106 .1737
P=.009
.0914 .0265 .0613 .0722Moltivating team members
.1185 .1706 .2479*.3170*Planning project tasks
p=.012p=.002
.2370* .2233* .1905* .2733*Foreseeing risks
p=.015 p=.021 p=.041 p=.006
Identifying technical requirements .0688 -.0165 .0830 .0503
-.1169 .0246 -.0002 -.0355Obtaining management commitment/
direction
.3094* .1666 .3347* .3281*Time control
.p=.002 p=.001 p=.001
.3196* .2219* .2421* .3251*Quality control
p=.002 p=.022 p=.014 p=.001
.1981* .2721* .1126 .2510*Cost control
P=.046 p=.010 p=.016
TABLE 6-12
CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH PERCEIVED CAUSES OF PROBLEMS
Perceived causes of problems Time Budget Quality Overall
No well defined project objective
Unrealistic deadline by top
management
Unrealistic deadline by user
Unrealistic deadline by over
optimistic estimation


















System more complex than expected
Frequent user requirement changes





























































































































CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH
PERCENTAGE EFFORT SPENT ON DIFFERENT PROJECT PHASES
Phase Time Budget Quality Overall
Standard Development Life Cycle
Feasibility study
.1753 .0686 .0102 .1029
-.1043 .0201 .0253 -.0211Functional specification
definition
System design .1198 .0343 .0946 .0965
-.0866 -.0198 .1026 -.0048Programming
.0177 -.0240 -.0755 -.0321Acceptance test
-.0572 -.0330 -.0792 -.0663Implementation
-.1164 -.0754 -.2510 -.1714Post-implementation review
Prototyping
.2672 .2028 .2914 .2827Basic requirement definition
-.1052 -.0974 .0131 -.0782
Prototype development
.3414* .2355 .1597 .2816Demonstration to user
p=.041
.1028 .0307 .0058 .0525Requirements refinement/
amendment
-.3119 -.3161 -.4040* -.3874*
Implementation
p=.018 p=.023
-.2567 -.1166 -.2432 -.2234
Post-implementation review
TABLE 6-14
CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICE















































































































































































CORRELATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE INDICES WITH
PERSONAL DATA OF PROJECT MANAGERS
Project Manager Personal Data Time Budget Quality Overall
.2486*Age .0490 .0618 .1460
p=.010
.1504 .0945 .1346 .1583Salary




.0286Tenure in present company
Percentage effort spent in:
.1915* .0958 .0515 .1417Project Management
n-_041
-.0286 .0238 .1223 .0445Administration
.0060 -.0182 .0262 .0033System Analysis/Design
.0003 -.0279 .0787 .0155Programming
.0026 -.0046 .0826 .0290Technical Consultancy/
Supervision
.0622 .0122 -.0030 .0298User Liaison
110TABLE 6-16
CORRELATIONS FOUND TO BE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
Time Budget Quality Overall
Project Environment Factors
No. of projects
% of enhancement projects










Perceived Causes of Problems:
Over optimistic estimation
Omission of critical task in
planning
Inexperienced staff


























Project Manager Personal Data:
Age




CROSS TABULATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE WITH PROJECT ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
Time Budget Quality Overall
Project Environment Factors (Significance levels of Chi-square test)
Business Category .2563 .0767 .6791 .6618
Hardware Cost .0689 .5017 .2037 .6487
Software Cost .5648 .0972 .2859 .7304
TABLE 6-18
CROSS TABULATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE WITH PROJECT ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS
Project Organizational Factors
Time Budget Quality Overall

























































































































































Time Budget Quality Overall
Project Environment Factors (Significance level of Chi-square test)
Quality control by:
User/client
.1415 .9383 .8062 .8159
Marketing/sales/business .8351 .7498 .6468 1.0000
planning
Project manager .8178 .1252 .9282 .6437
EDP/MIS/technical manager .7663 .0332* .6130 .9807
Steering/policy committee .8351 .2411 .6468 1.0000
Quality assurance .6942 .1436 .2675 1.0000
committee/officer
Auditor .6942 .5581 .9632 1.0000
Top Management .1748 .7498 .6468 1.0000
Others .3877 .7760 .9259 .2082
Participation of:
.1800 .4127User representatives .4708 .9910
.6705 .5040Auditor .9064 .2957
.2978.7496Quality assurance officer .4849 .2152
Project Approach used:
N.A. N.A. N.A.N.A.Standard Development Life
Cycle
.2406 .5249 .3745.8225Prototyping
Note: Entries marked N.A. mean that statistics cannot be computed because the number
of non-empty rows or columns is one in the cross-tabulation.
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TABLE 6-19
CROSS TABULATION OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE
WITH PERSONAL DATA OF PROJECT MANAGERS
Personal Data Time Budget Quality Overall
(Significant level of Chi-square test)
Sex .2268 .2119 .1755 .0690
Marital Status .7296 .2007 .5968 .3788
Age .9447 .3772 .9645 .5626
.8254Education .8517 .042511 .3899
.1862 .8788Present Job Title .3317 .9028
.9352.5132 .0919 .3577Last Job Title
Sa1 arv .5704 .6462.2251 .4311





The previous chapters have described what are
recommended by project management textbooks/literature,
and what are the findings of our survey. To have more
insight into the real world, it would be worthwhile to
take one computer project as an example, and study how
it was implemented. Hence, this chapter describes one
computer project that the authors are acquainted with.
The purpose of this chapter is to give a real example
of:
How a computer system was initiated, scheduled and
completed.
What problems were encountered.
How the problems were solved.
Because this chapter describes a real case,
emphasis is placed on what was actually done rather than
how project management practices were applied to the
project. It is expected that after studying this case,
the theories can be compared with the practices, and
some recommendations for more effective project
management may be proposed.
Project Initiation
This project was initiated a few years ago by one
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major computer vendor in Hong Kong to its users. The
project was to develop a financial network serving a
number of institutions. At that time, each of the
vendor's users had to set up its own private network to
serve its customers. Their networks were small compared
with similar networks developed by a few large
institutions which could afford more money to buy the
computer equipments. Hence, these users were in an
unfavourable competitive situation. The purpose of this
project was to pool the resources of these small
institutions together to form a large common network
serving themselves so as to fight against the dominant
competitive networks.
The vendor proposed this project probably because
of the following strategic reasons:
This project itself would be a source of revenue.
The implementation of this project would build up a
domain of institutions having the same business and
using the vendor's machine and terminals. Hence,
the vendor's existing customer base could be
consolidated. Then there would be less likely that
these users would change to other vendors'
machines.
Besides the proposed common network, each member
institution would have a private network.
Modifications to existing private network of member
users would be required for interfacing with the
common network. New private networks would have to
be developed for those member institutions which
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did not have such networks available. Hence, this
project is proposed in conjunction with other
projects which would also bring in revenue to the
vendor.
Successful implementation of the project would
promote the vendor's corporation image, and would
probably trigger more sales subsequently.
The software package developed in this project
could be licensed to other group of users to set up
similar networks in Hong Kong or in other
countries. Therefore, this project would have a
high potential of generating revenue, even after
the completion of the project.
Therefore, this project was very important to the
vendor to secure its existing business and to explore
future sales opportunities.
The proposed project was accepted by a number of
institutions because of the following reasons:
The proposed project seemed to be the only economic
solution to allow the institutions to compete with
their big brother in the business. The cost
involved to develop or expand a private network
would be very much.
For those institutions which had their own private
networks, the modifications required to their
existing computer system would not be great. For
those institutions which did not have their own
private network, the computer package could be
bought from the vendor, and then tailored according
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to their needs. Hence, manpower requirements would
not be much.
The vendor would be responsible to develop the
common central network. Hence, the institutions
could concentrate only in the development and the
integration of their private networks to the
central network.
It was expected that after the proposed network had
been implemented and put on service successfully,
other institutions would join in as new members.
Hence, this network would grow probably at a faster
rate than the expansion of the private network
maintained by any institution alone.
The negotiation of the contract was performed
between the salesman of the vendor and the
representatives of the prospective clients. The
proposal seemed to be beneficial to both the seller and
the buyers. Therefore, the contract was signed.
Project Environment
The project was the development of a new computer
system with non-stop service for conveying financial
transactions among a number of institutions. The
project required the installation of computer equipment,
the writing of a software package, and the installation
of telecommunication links between the switching centre
and the member institutions. The software package
included the on-line system which performed the message
switching function, and the end-of-day system which
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produced the financial settlement reports and
statistical data. it was estimated that the project
should take about nine months from its initiation to
completion. The computer vendor would be responsible
for all computer hardware installation and software
development. The client would be responsible for the
preparation of computer sites and the establishment of
telecommunication links.
Project Organization
The computer vendor provided the necessary manpower
to carry out the software development and hardware
installations. The project was led by a project
manager. A number of system analysts would be
responsible for all software development tasks including
the design of the system, writing computer programs,
test data preparation, testing and implementation.
Engineers would be called upon to install the new
computer machine when the hardware components arrived.
The client appointed a project manager to act as their
representative. His responsibility would be to confirm
the system requirements and designs proposed by the
vendor, to recruit and train the operation and support
staff to maintain the future network. The project
manager of the vendor would make regular meeting with
the project manager of the client to review the project
status and to define necessary actions. Although the
client had no obligation to provide manpower on the
vendor's project team, technical staff from the client
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participated in the software development process because
the client wanted his staff to understand the system and
to be able to support the system after the project
completion. Therefore, close contact was established
between the vendor and the client. Apart from the
official meetings between the project managers of the
vendor and the client, the direct participation of the
client's technical staff in the project enabled the
client to know the actual progress of the project. To
the vendor, direct participation of client's staff in
the project would facilitate subsequent system
acceptance, lessen user training time and reduce
post-implementation support effort.
In the latter phase of the project, testing with
the system of each member institution would be
required. Regular meetings would be held among project
manager of the vendor, project manager of the client,
and representatives of the member institutions to
discuss about the schedule of network testing.
FIG 7-1 represents the interrelationship among the
different parties.









The project was to develop a common network whicr
was linked to the private networks of the member
institutions for performing financial transactions. ThE
system developed would provide non-stop services to the
customers of the member institutions. Daily reportE
would also be produced after each working day fo
Each member institutions would have its systen
which could communicate with the message switching
system. Some institutions had their existing standalone
system. Therefore, what would be required for each of
these institutions was to add an interface. to the
existing system to communicate with the central system.
Some member institutions did not have existing systems.
Therefore, they needed to develop their own private
systems. As a result, the development of this project
depended also on the development of the projects for
modification of existing systems or development of new
systems in the member institutions.
The system had to be very reliable so as to provide
twenty-four hour per day non-stop service. Therefore,
resilience would be necessary both in hardware equipment
and the software program. Because the transactions were
financial, a high degree of security was needed in the
application programs to prevent outsiders intruding into
the system, to prevent one member institution of the
network investigating the customer information of the
other member, and to prevent the operation and support
financial settlement and control.
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staff of the central network looking into data belonging
to the member institutions. The transactions required a
lot of man-machine interactions. Therefore, the
software program should be able to detect every kind of
foreseeable transaction sequence errors. In addition,
suitable handling of various kinds of hardware failure
would be required. Therefore, the system to be
developed would be rather complex.
Potential Problem Areas
There was no preceded example of how project of
this type should be set up in Hong Kong. The SITA
(Societe Internationale de Telecommunications
Aeronautiques) network, which serves members of IATA
(International Airline Transport Association), would be
a good example of a message switching network. However,
the nature of financial transactions would be very
different from the nature of airline reservation
messages. There were fund transfer networks implemented
in other countries such as USA. Those'networks could be
used as references. However, because of the non-stop
requirements and the foreseen high transaction volume,
the design adopted by the foreign networks would not be
suitable for this project. Therefore, the development
of the system was almost started from scratch, although
the project team had already gained experience in
developing private network for the users during previous
projects.
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After announcement of this project, projects to
develop similar networks were declared by the member
institutions' competitors. This challenge from other
project teams implied that the deadline of the project
would be more or less fixed so that the network would be
implemented before its competitors.
The complexity of the system to be designed, the
workload involved in writing the computer programs and a
pre-set deadline implied that there would be a high risk
of insufficient time available to develop the product.
Moreover, a lot of tasks to be performed in the latter
phases of the project were highly dependent on the
completion of the development work carried out by the
project teams of the member institutions. The project
manager had no direct control of the project progress of
other project teams.
The programming phase of the project would require
a heavy usage of computer time. Because the new
computer system would not be available when programming
began, the acquisition of another computer would be
required for developing software programs. A suitable
computer was available in the vendor's site for such
purposes. However, resource contention might occur
because that machine would sometimes be used for
training classes and sales demonstrations as well.
The installation of computer links between the
central network and the private network of the member
institutions represented another potential bottle neck
of the project. This task would be carried out by
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external parties. Therefore, if any problems occurred
for the telecommunication lines and modems, the time
required to solve such problems would be out of control
of the project team.
The most important concern about the project
implementation was that the system had to be operational
and error-free once it had been put into on-line
service. There was apparently no tolerance for any
program errors in the system that would cause invalid
transactions because the debit side and credit side of
the financial settlement reports arising from these
transactions had to be balanced. The big bang
approach would be used to implement the system on-line
for two reasons:
This is a new system, and there was no previous
system providing this kind of service.
For marketing reasons, the general public needed to
be informed that this network was available for
service.
Therefore, after the decision had been made to
implement the system on-line, a specific date of
implementation had to be selected. Advertisements would
then be placed on newspapers at least a few days before
the scheduled implementation date, telling the public
that the service was available.
Once such advertisement was made, it was not
possible to change the implementation date. Any
malfunction of the system during the implementation
would be a disaster to all parties involved in the
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project, with the result that the corporate image of the
vendor would seriously be damaged.
In summary, the potential problem areas were:
The system to be developed was quite complex, with
no similar reference in Hong Kong.
The business competitive environment required that
a fixed deadline to be set for the project.
Once a definite implementation date of the system
was committed and announced to the public, no
subsequent amendment would be feasible. Hence, it
was mandatory that the implementation was
successful
A large amount of workload was foreseen because the
whole system was started from scratch. The
manpower requirement would be critical for this
project.
The project was dependent on the completion of
other related projects.
Computer time available for developing programs
might be limited prior to the installation of the
new computer at the client's site.
Telecommunication links installation was out of
control of the project team.
Project Approach
The project team used the Standard Development Life
Cycle approach to develop the system. The different
phases of the project were:
1. Feasibility study
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7. Post implementation review
In addition to the project's own schedule, a
coordination schedule was made with the project teams
which developd/modified the computer systems for the
member institutions. The sequence of this agreed
schedule was as follows:
Each project team would proceed independently of
one another, and arrange the relevant testing
required to ensure the proper functioning of the
system.
The private network of each member institution
would be linked to the central network to test the
network interface programs.
The private networks of two member institutions
would be linked to the central network so that
financial transactions could be generated and
tested.
The private networks of all member institutions
would be linked to the central network. Then any
member could talk to another via the central
network. Financial transactions were generated to
test the message switching function of the network,
and the capability of the network to handle peak
volume of data traffic.
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By limiting the number of partners involved in each
stage of the system testing, it was expected that the
causes of technical problems identified could be more
easily isolated and identified.
Actual Work Done
The project manager took the role of overall
project monitoring and user liaison. The system
analysts were responsible for carrying out the
development work and quality control of the developed
product. The modular concept was used for system design
and programming. The complex system was divided into
simpler module, which may further be subdivided into
simpler sub-modules. The modular concept incorporated
flexibility in the system to cater for subsequent user
requirement changes or correction of design/programming
errors.
The system design produced by one system analyst
was cross checked by another to ensure that:
The design met the functional specification
requirements
. The modular concept was adopted
. There was no design error
. The design had incorporated sufficient error
detection and recovery procedure
. According to the design, the response time of the
transactions would meet the user requirements
. System design standard was followed
To minimise the dependencies. of the project on the
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projects of the member institutions and the installation
of telecommunication links, additional modules were
designed on the system to simulate as the member
institutions. These simulation modules were capable of
generating transactions to the system, as if these
transactions were arising from one member institution,
and sending replies to the system as if these
transactions were processed by one member institution.
This extra option of simulation increased the workload
of system design and programming by a small amount.
However, the dependency of the project on the progress
of projects of member institutions could be greatly
reduced. Most of the system acceptance test could then
proceed without waiting for the completion of projects
of the member institutions and the successful
installation of the telecommunication links.
A debugging mode was designed in all modules of
the system. When this mode was triggered, the system
would give diagnostic information about the content of
transactions passing through the modules.
Most effort was spent in writing the application
programs. Obviously, the project team was understaffed
and there was insufficient computer time available. To
meet the project schedule, the project team members
worked for overtime regularly, even in weekends.
After the application program had been prepared,
the system was tested extensively by the simulation
programs to identify programming and design errors.
Then normal transactions were tested followed by the
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transactions with errors. For documentation and user
acceptance purposes, all documents about tests and their
associated results were filed for latter reference. The
test data used were carefully designed to include all
options allowed and foreseeable errors. Live data was
considered inappropriate for validating the system
functions because most of the live data contained valid
and error free transactions.
Before testing with the member institutions, the
system produced by the project team was validated
completely using the simulation programs. Therefore,
even though numerous errors were encountered during the
installation of telecommunication links and testing with
the member institutions, the project team was able to
identify the causes of the problems quickly.
Nevertheless, the project was delayed because of
additional work involved to meet user requirement
changes, and more important, that the project team of
some member institutions could not meet the original
schedule.
When the testing phase was completed, the official
implementations date was agreed by all project teams.
As a final check, the private networks of the member
institutions were linked to the central network at a
date earlier than the official date. Members from
different project teams generated real transactions to
the networks and observed the results. If serious
malfunctions were detected, the advertisements would be
suspended, and the implementation date would be delayed.
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Because no problem was found during the real
on-line testing, the system was implemented according to
the official date.
Project Management Techniques Applied
Officially, bar chart, progress report and staff
activity report were the chief means of recording and
monitoring the project progress. The project manager
made frequent discussion with the project team members
to identify how the technical issues of the project may
be solved. Regular meetings were held between the
project team and the project manager, the project
manager and external parties to review the status of the
nroiect.
Problems Encountered
The major problem encountered was the pre-defined
span of the project. The nature of this project
required a careful system design, a lot of programming
effort and very detailed system testing. The solution
to this problem was to have the team members working for
overtime constantly.
The delays in the implementation of the private
networks of the member institutions also affected the
progress of this project. Such delays had been
minimized by using simulation programs for the testing.
Some minor problems were also encountered during
the installation of telecommunication equipment. It was
subsequently identified to be modem problem.
Unexpected deficiency was identified in the
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communication programs of the operating system,
assistance from the operating system support staff was
called for to rectify the problem.
In general, except for the tight schedule, no major
problem was encountered. The project team members had
the experience to sort out most of the technical
problems quickly.
Project Outcomes
The project was implemented with a little delay ii
schedule. Apparently, the project was over-budget. Th(
system has been running successfully after it!
implementation.
Post-implementation review indicated that the
client was satisfied with the quality of the developer
system. The traffic volume of the network has beer
growing since its implementation. New member:
continuously joined the network. As a result, at
present, this network is among the largest in Hong Kong,






The results of our research indicate that a
majority of the computer projects are not managed
successfully in Hong Kong. The major problems
identified are as follows:
1. Time control
2. Communication with end user
3. Quality control
4. Staffing the project team
5. Estimation of project effort
Above all, the biggest problem is in meeting the
project deadline.
Our correlation study suggests that the problems of
time control, quality control and estimation of
project effort have been cited more seriously in
unsuccessful projects than in successful ones while the
problems of communication with end user and staffing
the project team are. quite common to both successful
and unsuccessful projects.
It is obvious that although some problems such as
communication with end user and staffing the project
team are encountered by successful projects, there must
be some means, probably effective project planning and
control, by which these obstacles can be overcome so
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that the projects can be successfully completed.
On the other hand, bad time control, bad quality
control and incorrect estimation of project effort are
fatal to the project success and should be avoided in
the first instance.
The most important causes of the above problems are
found to be:
1. Frequent user requirement changes
2. Inadequate staff
3. User expectations differ from specification
4. Inexperience staff
5. User's psychological resistance
6. System more complex than expected
7. Over-optimistic estimation
All these factors, except inadequate staff are
found to be significantly correlated to at least one of
the project performance indices. By similar reason as
before, it suggests that there must be also some means,
probably working overtime, by which the obstacle of
inadequate staff can be overcome as experienced in
successful projects.
Our research result suggests that project
management techniques, such as use of standards, known
project planning and control techniques, are widely used
in computer projects in Hong Kong. However, our
correlational study suggests that the cited uses of
these project management techniques do not significantly
improve the overall project performance except the
following:





The use of these four techniques distinguishes the
successful project from the unsuccessful ones. These
four highlighted areas of project management are crucial
to project success but may have been overlooked by
computer project managers in Hong Kong. This, however,
does not mean that other techniques need not be used.
On the contrary, most of the other techniques are
essential and are widely used by all projects whether
they are successful or not, but they, alone, are not
sufficient to guarantee project success.
The case study provides an illustration how a
computer project was implemented. Apart from the
manpower shortage and technical problems, the project
can be regarded as running smoothly.
This project met the user requirement, but the
original schedule was somewhat delayed and the budget
was a little overrun. The delay in schedule may be
attributed to the dependency of this project on other
projects. While budget overrun may be attributed to the
under-estimation of project efforts. Nevertheless, this
project reveals the following project management
techniques that contribute to the success of this
project:
Before the project team started working, the
potential problem areas, such as the dependency of
this project on the completion of other projects,
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had been identified. Preventive measures were then
set up to minimise the impact of such problems.
Product quality was emphasized by the adoption of
the modular concept in system design and
programming, cross-checking of works performed, the
use of simulation to supplement the live data, and
detailed system testing.
The project manager kept himself in touch with the
client and members of other project teams to
understand their requirements, and to make suitable
coordinations.
Detailed planning was made to define actions to
take when problems occurred, especially during the
pre-implementation period.
The typical project management tools, such as bar
chart, progress report and staff activity reports
were used for monitoring and controlling the
project.
The maintenance of a strong team spirit would be
essential to project success, especially when staff
had to work regularly for overtime to meet the
project schedule. In the cited case, the project
manager made frequent contacts with his staff to
review project status and resolve problem issues.
Recommendations
Based on our research finding and the case study,
the following are major areas on which the project
managers' attention should be focused. Within each of
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the following areas, our recommendations on more
effective and efficient management of computer projects
in Hong Kong are discussed.
1. Effective user liaison
Since meeting user requirement is the prime
criterion of project success, effective user
liaison is of utmost importance in project
management.
In the project initiation stage, the project
team must have a clear understanding of what the
user needs. It is important- to identify what he
needs which may be different from what he asks for
explicitly.
It is very common that the client assumes that
the system to be developed will have some obvious
features which are not obvious to the project
manager and the development team.
it is recommended that:
a. The project manager should understand the
users' business, their problems, their goals,
their constraints, strength and weakness in
order to analyse situations from the users'
business perspective and develop solutions
which meet the users' needs.
b. User requirements, either specified by the
user or identified by the project team, must
be laid down in a written specification which
should be fully understood and endorsed by the
user.
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It is important that this specification
is not merely a formality but really serves as
an effective means of communicating
expectations and ideas in both directions
between the user and the project team. Quite
often, the development team produces
functional specifications which the user does
not understand but the user simply signs it in
order to get the project started. This should
be avoided by putting the specification in a
form which can be fully understood by the
user.
c. The cost and benefits of the project should be
conveyed clearly to the user and agreed by the
user.
If the user is not convinced that the
project is worth doing, the project should be
abandoned since it is not going to be
successful. Early involvement of the user
will provide more realistic assessment of the
cost and benefit of the project before it
starts and avoid user psychological resistance
at the end.
During project planning and implementation
stage, user participation is crucial because:
a. not every detail of the user requirements are
written in the initial user requirement
specification.
b. the user may want to change his requirements
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during the course of the project especially
when the project life cycle is long.
C. deviations from user expectations should be
identified and rectified at the earliest and
thus least costly stage.
It is recommended that:
A user representative should be appointed, anda.
preferably, to join the project team.
He should have an in-depth knowledge of
the user's business. In some situations, eg.
when the user and the project team belong to
different companies, the user representative
may not be a project team member. The project
manager should request a project coordinator
from the user side as a single user liaison
point for the project team.
The role of this user coordinator should
represent the user in providing detailed
user input to the project team whenever
required.
endorse the user requirement
specification and accept the functional
specification proposed by the project
team.
communicate with the user's management
and get their support.
perform user acceptance test on the
product.
educate the users and operation staff.
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consolidate and filter subsequent user
requests for changes.
set priorities to different user
requests.
b. Effective communication should be maintained
with the user representative by regular
meetings throughout the project life cycle.
The project manager should liaise very
closely with this user representative to gain
his confidence on the project team. This can
be done by presenting to the user
representative the proposed solution, the
project progress and possibly demonstrating
the finished subsystems. He should also get
the user's confirmation that the project team
is going along the right track.
The user should be educated that
subsequent request for changes are costly. If
the changes of the user requirement are
inevitable, the impact of such changes to the
project schedule, budget and quality should be
explained clearly to the user. In such cases,
revision of the project plan will be
necessary.
Good relationship with the user always
encourages better understanding between the




Our. research results indicate poor project
planning is fatal to the project and its
detrimental effect cannot be remedied without
impairing the final project performance. Thus,
careful project planning is a prerequisite to
project success.
The aspects of project planning which should
require more attention from computer project
managers in Hong Kong are:
. Estimation of project complexity and effort.
. Foreseeing potential problem and
incorporating preventive actions into the
plan.
Risk analysis and contingency planning.
It is recommended that:
a. Teamwork approach should be adopted for
realistic planning.
System complexity can be easily overlooked by
the project manager. This leads to over
optimistism in project estimates. Collective
experience and intelligence of members of the
development team should be utilized to arrive
at a realistic estimation of project
complexity and project effort to foresee
potential problems. In our case study, a lot
of potential problems are technical in nature
and can only be foreseen by the technical
specialist. The corresponding preventive
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measures and approaches to avoid those
problems have to be suggested by the technical
specialists as well.
b. Potential problem analysis should be performed
and preventive measures should be incorporated
into the project plan.
There would be a big difference in the
viability of a project plan before and after
potential problem analysis has been performed
and preventive measures have been built in.
Even after this step, a time cushion of about
10% is recommended to be built into the
schedule for the unexpected.
c. Risk analysis and contingency planning should
be used to reduce potential impact due to
problems out of the project team's control.
Our research results indicate that contingency
planning is a key element to project success
but it is not greatly used by the computer
project managers in Hong Kong. The use of
this effective tool is highly recommended to
ensure project success.
Project monitoring and control3.
Once the project plan has been built and
project has been started, close monitoring and
tight control is essential.
It is recommended that:
a. An efficient reporting system should be
established so that problems can be spotted at
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the earliest stage so that quick action can be
taken to correct the problem.
b. The project plans should be revised and
updated whenever necessary and communicated to
all concerned parties.
c. Special attention should be drawn to the
critical path and how the critical path may be
changed.
d. An environment should be developed to
encourage the involvement and commitment of
all project team members to carry out their
work on time, meet quality standards, watch
out and report potential problems.
e. Sufficient resources should be allocated to
the problem area promptly.
Staffing the project and resource management4.
Experienced staff is the key resource in
computer projects. Very often, project teams are
formed on an ad-hoc basis. The staff in the
project team may not report to the same project
manager permanently. The interest of the project
manager is likely to be confined to the scope of
the project with a short term and narrow
perspective.
While the pool of experienced staff resources
in the company can be dynamically allocated among
projects, higher management attention should be
drawn to plan for proper expansion of the aggregate
resource pool and development
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of the staff capabilities in the pool. This is
especially important in Hong Kong due to high
turnover rate due to competitive staff market and
immigration to overseas. Thus, the issues of
resource management should be viewed on a broad
scope and a long term basis which is probably
beyond the concern of the project manager.
a. In the short term, it is recommended that:
Staff resources should be allocated
dynamically and promptly to address
problem areas arised.
Contract staff or even summer students
should be used to meet urgent staffing
requirements.
Staff should be motivated to work
overtime whenever necessary.
Backup of staff taking crucial
responsibility should be allowede
b. In the long term, it is recommended that:
More attention from higher management
should be drawn to resource management on
a broad scope and long term basis.
Aggregate staff acquisition plan and
policy should be developed.
Staff training and development should be
planned to keep the staff abreast of the
rapidly changing technology.
Use of standards5.
Our research results indicate that the use of
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project management standard and documentation
standard significantly improves the project
performance.
It is recommended that standards on project
management and documentation should be developed
in-house so that they are adapted to the specific
needs and environment within a company. This will
facilitate decision making in project planning and
control of future projects, and ease the problems
due to project handover, staff turnover and staff
switchover between projects.
The process of preparation and future revision





In the present research, project management
principles and techniques discussed in previous
literature are reviewed.
Project management concepts and techniques have
been developed over decades. Most of them are
applicable to computer projects in Hong Kong. A
literature survey has been performed in the present
study. Those principles and techniques related to
computer project management have been discussed.
In order to investigate how these project
management principles and techniques have been applied
to computer projects in Hong Kong and whether they can
solve the problems encountered, a survey has been
conducted through questionnaires mailed to project
managers working on computer projects in various
business areas in Hong Kong. It is found that, in
general, computer projects are not managed
successfully. The biggest problem encountered is in
meeting project deadline. The major causes of problem
are found to be:
1. Frequent user requirement changes
2. Inadequate staff
3. User expectation differs from specification
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4 . I nexperiencedstaf f
5 . U ser ' s psychologicalresistance
6 . S ystem more complex than expected
7 . O ver optimistic estimation
B esides the survey , a case study has also been
described to illustrate in greater depth how a typical
computer project was managed in real life , what problems
were encountered and how the problems were solved .
B ased on our research findings , it is recommended
that management attention should be drawn to the five
key areas :
1 . U ser liaison
2 . P roject planning
3 . P roject monitoring and control
4 . S taffing the project and resource management
5 . U se of standards
A number of recommendationshave been made on more
effective and efficient management of computer projects
in the reality of the H ong K ong environment.
T he present study is merely a first step in
exploring the project management situation in the
computer industry in H ong K ong . W e hope that more
in - depth research on similar subject will be made for
the benefit of the computer project managers .
I n addition , opportunitiesfor sharing of practical




LIMITATION OF PRESENT STUDY
The sample of our survey was extracted from the
Asian Computer Directory to include those companies
having four or more staff in the data processing
department. Questionnaires were sent to the
persons-in-charge whose names were found in the
directory. The person-in-charge was usually the
electronic data processing manager. In some companies,
it might be the public relation officer or managing
director. Although it was stated in the covering letter
that the addressee was expected to pass the
questionnaire to suitable persons for our survey, it
would be possible that a number of the collected
questionnaires was from persons who' were not the targets
of our survey. Sampling bias might arise because of the
following reasons:
Senior management, such as managing director, data
processing department head, who would not be
actively involved. in managing projects, did not
pass the questionnaire they received to the project
managers. Instead, they completed and returned the
questionnaire themselves.
Some persons might pass the questionnaires to
system analysts who might not have sufficient
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responsibility in managing projects.
A small number of questionnaires were distributed
through convenience sampling. Such questionnaires were
sent to, project managers known to the authors. Although
the project managers so identified would certainly be
the suitable targets of our survey, the fact that these
project managers belonged to a few big organizations
might bias the sampling a little.
The total number of collected questionnaires is
88. Although this sample size is sufficient for
statistical purpose, when the sample is further divided
into sub-samples, such as successful projects and
unsuccessful projects, it is found that the sizes of
some sub-samples are small. As a result, the
statistical results obtained from the cross-tabulations
may not be very reliable. The correlation study uses
the whole sample and is therefore not subjected to the
small sample size effect. However, correlational study
is subject to the limitation that correlations do not
necessarily indicate causal relationships. Hence, from
a correlation coefficient, it is arguable which is the
dependent variable and which is the independent
variable.
The boundary lines for the three criteria of
project success: meeting schedule, meeting budget and
meeting user requirement, and project performance
indices are set according to the authors' own experience
and rationale. However, the balance between time,
budget and quality may vary from organization to
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organization, and even from project to project. For
example, computer vendors, who take up projects to serve
their clients, usually rate meeting time schedule as the
most important criterion of project success. Meanwhile,
meeting budget may be regarded as of prime importance
for projects developed by the computer department to
serve users in other departments within the same
company. Therefore, although our formula is expected to
suit the general conditions, there is possibility that
what the top management of a company regarded as a
successful project is classified as an unsuccessful
project in our research.
Inherent error was likely to be introduced when the
respondents were asked to do subjective rating among the
given choices. The respondents' perceptions on the same
question may be different, eg. the extent of techniques
used and the intensity of problems. There would also be
the tendency of the respondents to select the central
items of the given choices as their responses.
Although this survey can measure the extent to
which the project management techniques were used by
managers, it is hard to tell how those techniques are
applied and whether they are used effectively. For
example, does the project managers regard these
techniques as real necessities, as toys, or as means to
show off to their bosses?
In our survey, we postulate that these techniques
are basically tools which the project manager may find
useful. However, how well a project manager can use it
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to solve his problems may depend on the attributes, eg.
ability and skill of the project manager. Thus, a
capable project manager can manage his project
successfully with these tools while another incapable
project manager may not be able to solve his problem
with the same set of tools. In our present research, we
have not attempted to assess the project managers'
attributes. Therefore, we have no way to tell how well
a project manager applies the project management
techniques and how his own attributes contribute to the
success of the project.
Despite all the above limitations, we believe that
important results have been obtained in this exploratory
study. The relationships between project environment,
project management techniques used, project managers
attributes, problems encountered and project success





工 商 管 理 學 院 碩 士 課 程 部
MBA Division
Faculty of Business Administration
學 生 專 題 研 究 用 箋
Student Research Projects
TEL. 0-6352783
In reply write to:
Attn.: Mr. Y. T. Chow C. H. Fong
co: General Office, 3- year
MBA Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Unit 308, East Ocean Centre,
98, Granville Road,
Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon.
January 8, 1988.
Dear Sir/Madam,
Because of the growing importance of project management in the
computer industry, a research is conducted at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong on Computer Project Management in Hong Kong. The aim of
this research is to investigate how effective project management is
applied in the computer industry, what problems are encountered, what
are the causes of the problems, how project management concepts and
techniques are being used, and whether they are effective in solving
project management problems. We believe that the data from this survey
would be beneficial to the project managers, such as you, in the
computer industry. Your support in providing valuable input to the
attached questionnaire is essential to the success of this research.
This research is also an integral part of the final year project
for the 3-year MBA Programme undertaken by the undersigned at the
Chinese University of Hong Kong.
You are cordially invited to fill in the questionnaire and send it
back using the enclosed stamped envelop. Please be assured that all-
survey data are kept strictly confidential and anonymous. All returned
questionnaire will be destroyed immediately after data analysis. Only
summarised results of the survey will be reported. Owing to the
time scale of this study, your reply by January 29 is greatly
appreciated.
You are welcomed to make additional copies of this questionnaire
and distribute them to suitable persons for our survey.
In return for your kind cooperation, a summary of the survey data
win te sent to you if you fill in and mail oack the request slip
enclosed.
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Please put a tick n against your choices in the brackets
[] and give your answers in the space underlined.
Part I. Project Environment





Computer Vendor Software House
GovernmentPublic Utilities
Others, please specify
Which categorycategories of computer application










How many projects have you managed within the last
years?
What is the average duration of the above projects
(Please circle the appropriate calendar unit)
daysweeksmon ths
What is the average size of the project team?
persons
What is the average man-days spent on a project?
man-davs
Please select the appropriate values, one for hardware











Please indicate the percentage of the types of projects
you have managed within the last 3 years.
Type
Development of new computer systems
Enhancement of the existing computer system
Replacement of the existing computer system
Integration of the existing computer system
Others, please specify:
Part II. Project Results Problems Encountered
Referring to the projects you have managed in the last
3 years, what is the number of projects:
(a) Completed
before or 1-10% 11-30% 30%
on deadline late late late
(b) With expenses-
within 1—10% 11—30% 30%
budget over-budget over-budget over-budget








10. Please indicate the intensity of problems encountered i
the following areas:
Very Very


























11. Please indicate the significance of the following











































Much Much Some Little Little
12. Please describe how you overcome the major problems met
in the projects.
Part III. Project Management Practices







14. Which partyparties isare responsible for:
(a) initiating the project
(b) policy making and project direction
(c) investigation and approval of change request
(d) ensuring the product developed meet the
specification













Think of a typical project you have managed. Pleasi
indicate the project approach you used and the
percentage of the total effort spent in each phase


















Phase of total effort
For each of the techniques listed below, please consider
whether it is being used or not. If yes, please indicate
to what extent it is used and whether it is considered
as important to successful project management. If no,
please indicate the reason for not using it.
Are Using Not using
Technique Extent used Importance Not Appli- Not







































Are Using Not Usinc
Technique Extent used Importance Not Appli- Not


















Do you use in-house developed project management
software package?
Yes No
Do you use other computer packages for project
management purpose, e.g., Harvard Total Project Manager,
Project Management Workbench, Microsoft Project, etc.?
Yes No
If ves. Dlease specify the package used:





















24. Present Job Title
25. Last Job Title:
26. Salary Range (HK$ per annum):
Below $75,000 $200,000- $249,999
$ 75,000-$ 99,999 $250,000- $299,999
$100,000- $149,999 $300,000 or Above
$150,000- $199,999
27. Working experience: years
28. Experience in Project Management: years
29. Tenure in present company: years
30. Please indicate any project management course you have
attended.












Thank you for your cooperation!
APPENDIX III
REQUEST SLIP
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
MRA DIVISION
A SURVEY OF COMPUTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT
JAN 88
Slip for Request of Survey Results
This slip has been prepared for those
who has completed and returned the
questionnaire to receive our survey
results, if they wish. Simply fold
this paper twice along the dotted lines
and staple it, so that the mailing
address and the returning address
appear on the opposite sides of the
envelop formed. Affix the stamp in the
given position and mail the slip out.
We would send the results to you as





Attn.: Y. T. Chow / C. H. Fong
co: General Office, 3 Year MBA Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Unit 308, East Ocean Centre,
98, Granville Road,
Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon.
Please send me a copy of your survey results




SUMMARY FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
MBA DIVISION
A SURVEY OF COMPUTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT- JAN. 88
Please put a tick against your choices in the brackets
[] and give your answers in the space underlined.
Part I. Project Environment











Others, please specify Accountina Auditina Firms.
Ouas i-Government Orcrani zations. Airline. Transoort.
Import Export Trade, Marketing Research, Publishing,
Pharmaceuticals. Air Carao Handlina. Telecommunication
Services, Heavy Machine Equipment Supplier, Mining,
Buildinq Materials Supplier. Medical Laboratory.
Which categorycategories of computer application
projects you have managed within the last 3 years?
AccountingPayroll
BankingFinanceInsurance






Others, please specify Shipping, Hospital, Hotel,
Qimnistinn. Airlino Reservation. Record Indexing
cvstem. Portfolio Management, Operating System, Shares
Renistration. Stock Broking, CADCAM, Transportation,
Rates Evaluation System, Entertainment, Publishing,
Inventory Control, Education, Resource Control.
How many projects have you managed within the last
years?
21.48
What is the average duration of the above projects
Please circle the appropriate calendar unit
152 days weeks months
What is the average size of the project team?
4.97 persons
What is the average man-days spent on a project?
820.95 man-days
Please select the appropriate values, one for hardware

















Please indicate the percentage of the types of projects
you have managed within the last 3 years.
Type
Development of new computer systems
Enhancement of the existing computer system
Replacement of the existing computer system






maintenance, simulation by computer,
porting of software to another system,
management report generatior 7.19
100 .00
Part II. Proiect Results Problems Encountered
Referring to the projects you have managed in the last
















11.03 2.21 1-36 1-08








Please indicate the intensity of problems encountered in
the following areas:
Very





























Contractor 1 6 5 15 29
Staffing the projec
toam [ 5] [18] 30 19 12
Estimation of project
effort
[ 2] [16] [34] [26][5]
Motivating team
members [2] [5] [25] [39] [13]
Planning project
tasks [l] [9] [31] [32] [10]
Pnrptippinn r i plfp [ 0] [18] [32] [25] [9]
Identifying technical
requirements [3] [7] [29] [31] [15]
Obtaining management
commitmentdirectior [7] [10] [30] [30] [6]
Meeting schedule
Time control [6] [16] [37] [23] [2]
Quality control [ 5] [14] [34] [23][7]
Cost control [1] [7] [27] [31] [7]
Others, please specify
Attitude of spending
money on software [1] [0] [10] [0] [0]
Dpuplonment capacity
of hardware 1] [1] [0] [0] [0]
L. Please indicate the siginificance of the followir













































[ 4] [14] [16] [26] [16
[7] [8] [21] [25] [1
[6] [71 [241 r 9 Q1 r




















































5 26 36 8
11 7 3 26 16
17 23 26 8
1 25 22 9 2
61 risi r261 r251 r
8] [10] [26] [23] [10]
91 fqi rifti nni mi
2 5 17 30 21
Tncnf f i pi pnt- user





[1] [0] [0] [0] [0]
[ 0] [0] [1] [0][ 0]
r m rni r i i rni rni
12. Please describe how you overcome the major problems met70
in the projects.
50questionnaires have feedback. A brief summary is
made
set up preventive measures; contingency planning; tight
project control; direct resources to problem areas;
obtain top management sponsorship; better communications
with all parties; agree with users the product to be
delivered; user involvement in the project; motivate
staff; work overtime, or employ additional manpower to
meet deadline; reduce development time by increasing
staff productivity, adopting turnkey solutions or using
software package, and using system development tools;
seek compromise from users if necessary; allow
additional time in project schedule for contingency;
employ standards for system design, programming,
documentation, quality assurance.
Part III. Project Management Practices
13. What is the organizational structure adopted in your
company?
[29] Functional [19] Hierarchical
[17] Project[ 7] Matrix
[ 0] Others, please specify
14. Which partyparties isare responsible for:
(a) initiating the project
UserClient; 51 Project Manager: 2
MarketingSalesBusiness Planning: 10
EDPMISTechnical Manager: 24 Top Management: 16
SteeringPolicy Committee: 1 Others: 2
(b) policy making and project direction
UserClient: 16 Project Manager: 9
MarketingSalesBusiness Planning: 2
EDPMISTechnical Manager: 41 Top Management: 34
SteeringPolicy Committee: 5 Others: 3
(c) investigation and approval of change request
UserClient; 16 Project Manager: 14
MarketingSalesBusiness Planning; 2 Auditor: 1
EDPMISTechnical Manager; 49 Top Management: 9
SteeringPolicy Committee: 3 Others: 6
(d) ensuring the product developed meet the
specification
UserClient: 26 Project Manager: 35
MarketingSalesBusiness Planning: 1 Auditor: 2
EDPMISTechnical Manager: 37 Top Management: 1
Quality Assurance Officer: 2
SteGringPolicy Committee: 1 Others. 4













[ 0] [10] [21] [20] [32
[4] [8] [17] [15] [32
Think of a typical project you have managed. Please
indicate the project approach you used and the
percentage of the total effort soent in each nhase.

















































For each of the techniques listed below, please consider
whether it is being used or not. If yes, please indicate
to what extent it is used and whether it is considered
as important to successful project management. If no,
please indicate the reason for not using it.
Are Usincr Not usinc
Technique Extent used Importance Not Appli- Not









[37] [30] [12] [63][ 5] [3] [0]
Programming
Standards [41] [34][ 4] [66][ 2] [3][ 0]
Documentatior














r 4] [20] [22] [22] [19]
[17] [27] [11] [36] [13]
[18] [20] [18] [31] [18]
[18] [20] [17] [29] [21]
[ 1][ 3] [20][ 3] [22]
















[37] [29][ 8] [57][ 5]
[28] [33] [12] [54][ 6]




[14] [30] [21] [45] [10]
[18] [23] [21] [40] [15]
[11][ 0]
[10][ 3]







[23] [18] [11] [30][ 8]
[ 6] [18] [18] [16] [16]




Are Usin Not Using
Technique Rxtpnt used importance Not AddIi- Not















































































[38] [31] [10] [60][ 5] [4][ 0]
Check [18] [171 [361 [36] [23] [8][ 1]
Others:
Direct Supervi-
sior [ 1][ 0] [0] [1][ 0] [ 0][ 0
Do vou use in-house develoned Droied manaaemen t
software package?
Yes No
Do you use other computer packages for project
management purpose, e.g., Harvard Total Project Manager,
Project Management Workbench, Microsoft Project, etc.?
Yes No
If yes. please specify the package used:
Harvard Total Project Manager, Project Management
Workbench, Microsoft Project, Artemis 2000, Artemis
Prniprt. Mirrnnlanner. Timeline. Sunernroiect. CMS
Part IV. Personal Data
























Others, please specify Professional Member of Computer
Society
. Present Job Title
74
EDPMISSystem Manager 15
Assistant EDPMISSystem Manager 12
Project Manager 13




Assistant EDPMISSystem Manager 3
Project Manager 1
Senior System AnalystSystem Analyst 24
Consul tan t Specialist 2
AnalystProg rammer 19
Others 24
Salary Range (HK$ per annum)
[ 0] Below $75,000
[ 3]$ 75,000-$ 99,999




[27] $300,000 or Above
Workina exoerience: 12.13 vears
Exoerience in Project Management: 6.37 vears
Tenure in present company: 7.20 years
Please indicate any project management course you have
attended.
The responses are; blank or no= 45; self study= 1;
teach= 1; one or more= 41. Such courses are an
integral part of the diploma or degree courses offered
by the polytechnicuniversity. Individual courses can
be organised in-house or offered by external parties,
especially the computer vendors and project management
consultancy institutions.
Please indicate the percentage of your effort spent in















Stategic Planning, Politics Manage¬





Thank you for your cooperation!!
APPENDIX V
SPSS PROGRAM LISTING
TITLE 'CUHK MBA BUSINESS RESEARCH'
SUBTITLE 'SURVEY ON COMPUTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT'
DATA LIST RECORDS=l0
SN 1-2
VI 1-2 V201 V202 V203 V204 V205 V206 V207 V208 V209 4-12
V3 V4A V4B V5 14-25 V6 27-31 V701 V702 33-34 V801 V802 V803
V804 V80 5 VROfi 35-59
V9A1 V9A2 V9A3 V9A4 V9B1 V9B2 V9B3 V9B4 V9C1
V9C2 V9C3 1-33 V1001 V1002 V1003 V1004 V1005 V1006 V1007
V1008 V1009 V1010 V1011 V1012 V1013 V1014 V1015 V1016 V1017
VI01R 35-59
V1101 VI102 VI103 VI104 V1105 V1106 V1107 V1108 V1109
V1110 Villi VI112 VI113 VI114 VI115 V1116 V1117 V1118
VI119 V1120 VI121 VI122 V1123 V1124 V1125 V1126 V1127
VI198 1-28 VI2 20 VI9 99
V14A1 V14A2 V14A3 V14A4 V14A5 V14A6 V14A7 V14A8 V14A9 1-9
V14B1 V14B2 V14B3 V14B4 V14B5 V14B6 V14B7 V14B8 V14B9 11-19
V14C1 V14C2 V14C3 V14C4 V14C5 V14C6 V14C7 V14C8 V14C9 21-29
V14D1 V14D2 V14D3 V14D4 V14D5 V14D6 V14D7 V14D8 V14D9 31-39
V1501 V1502 V1503 1-3 V16A V16B V16C 5-7 V16A1 V16A2 V16A3
VI VlfiZIR infiAfi VI fi A 7 Q_OQ
V16B1 V16B2 V16B3 VX6B4 V16B5 V16B6 31-48
V17A1 V17B1 V17C1 V17D1 1-4 V17A2 V17B2 V17C2 V17D2 6-9
V17A3 V17B3 V17C3 V17D3 11-14 V17A4 V17B4 V17C4 V17D4 16-19
V17A5 V17B5 V17C5 V17D5 21-24 V17A6 V17B6 V17C6 V17D6 26-29
V17A7 V17B7 V17C7 V17D7 31-34 V17A8 V17B8 V17C8 V17D8 36-39
V17A9 V17B9 V17C9 V17D9 41-44 V17A10 V17B10 V17C10 V17D10 46-41
V17A11 V17B11 V17C11 V17D11 51-54 V17A12 V17B12 V17C12
V17D12 56-59
V17A13 V17B13 V17C13 V17D13 1-4 V17A14 V17B14 V17C14 V17D14
6-9 V17A15 V17B15 V17C15 V17D15 11-14 V17A16 V17B16 V17C16
V17D16 16-19 V17A17 V17B17 V17C17 V17D17 21-24 V17A18 V17B18
V17C18 V17D18 26-29 V17A19 V17B19 V17C19 V17D19 31-34 V17A20
V17B20 V17C20 V17D20 36-39 V17A21 V17B21 V17C21 V17D21 41-44
V17A22 V17B22 V17C22 V17D22 46-49 V17A23 V17B23 V17C23 V17D23
51-54 V17A24 V17B24 V17C24 V17D24 56-59
V17A25 V17B25 V17C25 V17D25 1-4 V17A26 V17B26 V17C26 V17D26
6-9 V17A27 V17B27 V17C27 V17D27 11-14 V17A28 V17B28 V17C28
V17D28 16-19 V17A29 V17B29 V17C29 V17D29 21-24 V17A30 V17B30
V17C30 V17D30 26-29 V17A31 V17B31 V17C31 V17D31 31-34 V17A32
V17B32 V17C32 V17D32 36-39 V17A33 V17B33 V17C33 V17D33 41-44
V18 V19 46-47
V20 V21 V22 V23 V24 V25 V26 1-7 V27 V28 V29 9-17 V30 19




















































































'PROBLEM AREA— COMM WITH TOP MANAGEMENT'
'PROBLEM AREA— COMM WITH END USERS'
'PROBLEM AREA— COMM WITH DEVELOPMENT TEAM'
'PROBLEM AREA— COMM WITH VENDOR'
'PROBLEM AREA— COMM WITH CONSULTANTCONTRACTOR'
'PROBLEM AREA— STAFFING THE PROJECT TEAM'
'PROBLEM AREA— ESTIMATING PROJECT EFFORT'
'PROBLEM AREA— MOTIVATING TEAM MEMBERS'
'PROBLEM AREA— PLANNING PROJECT TASKS'
'PROBLEM AREA— FORESEEING PROJECT RISKS'
'PROBLEM AREA— IDENTIFYING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS'
'PROBLEM AREA-- OBTAINING MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTDIRECTION
'PROBLEM AREA— TIME CONTROL'
'PROBLEM AREA-- QUALITY CONTROL'
'PROBLEM AREA— COST CONTROL'
'PROBLEM AREA— OTHERS'
'CAUSE— NO WELL DEFINED OBJECTIVES'
'CAUSE— UNREALISTIC DEADLINE SET BY TOP MANAGEMENT'
'CAUSE— UNREALISTIC DEADLINE SET BY USER'
'CAUSE— OVER OPTIMISTIC ESTIMATION'




'CAUSE— STAFF NOT FULLY DEDICATED TO PROJECT'
'CAUSE— INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES'
'CAUSE— FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION ERROR'
'CAUSE— SYSTEM DESIGN ERROR'
'CAUSE— PROGRAMMING ERROR'
'CAUSE-- LATE DELIVERY OF SOFTWAREHARDWARE'
'CAUSE— HARDWARE FAILURE'
'CAUSE— SYSTEM SOFTWARE BUGS'
'CAUSE— OPERATION ERROR'
'CAUSE— UNEXPECTED TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES'
'CAUSE-- INADEQUATE SYSTEM TESTING'
'CAUSE— SYSTEM MORE COMPLICATED THAN EXPECTED'
'CAUSE— FREQUENT USER REQUIREMENT CHANGES'
'CAUSE— USER EXPECTATIONS DIFFER FROM SPEC'
'CAUSE— USER PHYSCOLOGICAL RESISTANCE'





















'ENSURING PRODUCT MEETS SPECIFICATION'
'USER REPRESENTATIVE IN PROJECT TEAM'
'PARTICIPATION OF AUDITOR'
'PARTICIPATION OF QUALITY ASSURANCE OFFICER'















(PONSPEC GE 90) ONSPEC=l
(PONSPFC T.T 90 DNSPFr= 9
IF
(ONTIME LE 1 AND ONBUDGET LE 1 AND ONSPEC LE 1 AND
SUM(ONTIME,ONBUDGET,ONSPEC) GT 1) PJSUCC=1




(V17A1 GT 0) V17USE1=1
(V17C1 EQ 1 OR V17D1 EQ 1) V17USE1=2





























DO IF (SUM(V9A1 TO V9A4) GT 0)
COMPUTE PONTIME=V9Al100SUM(V9A1 TO V9A4)
IF (PONTIME GE 90) ONTIME=l
IF (PONTIME LT 90) ONTIME=2
END IF
DO IF (SUM(V9B1 TO V9B4) GT 0)
COMPUTE PONBUDGT=SUM(V9B1 TO V9B2)100SUM(V9B1 TO V9B4)
IF (PONBUDGT GE 90) ONBUDGET=l IF (PONBUDGT LT 90)
ONBUDGET=2 END IF
DO IF (SUM(V9C1 TO V9C3) GT 0)
COMPUTE PONSPEC=V9Cl100SUM(V9C1 TO V9C3)
IF (PONSPEC GE 90) ONSPEC=l
IF (PONSPEC LT 90) ONSPEC=2
END IF
IF (ONTIME LE 1 AND ONBUDGET LE 1 AND ONSPEC LE 1 AND
SUM(ONTIME,ONBUDGET,ONSPEC) GT 1) PJSUCC=1
IF (ONTIME EQ 2 OR ONBUDGET EQ 2 OR ONSPEC EQ 2)) PJSUCC=2
IF (V17A1 GT 0) V17USE1=1
IF (V17C1 EQ 1 OR V17D1 EQ 1) V17USE1=2
IF (V17A2 GT 0) V17USE2=1
IF (V17C2 EQ 1 OR V17D2 EQ 1) V17USE2=2
IF (V17A3 GT 0) V17USE3=1
IF (V17C3 EQ 1 OR V17D3 EQ 1) V17USE3=2
IF (V17A4 GT 0) V17USE4=1
IF (V17C4 EQ 1 OR V17D4 EQ 1) V17USE4=2
IF (V17A5 GT 0) V17USE5=1
IF (V17C5 EQ 1 OR V17D5 EQ 1) V17USE5=2
IF (V17A6 GT 0) V17USE6=1
IF (V17C6 EQ 1 OR V17D6 EQ 1) V17USE6=2
IF (V17A7 GT 0) V17USE7=1
IF (V17C7 EQ 1 OR V17D7 EQ 1) V17USE7=2
IF (V17A8 GT 0) V17USE8=1
IF (V17C8 EQ 1 OR V17D8 EQ 1) V17USE8=2
IF (V17A9 GT 0) V17USE9=1
IF (V17C9 EQ 1 OR V17D9 EQ 1) V17USE9=2
IF (V17A10 GT 0) V17USE10=1
IF (V17C10 EQ 1 'OR V17D10 EQ 1) V17USE10= 2
IF (V17A11 GT 0) V17USE11=1
IF (V17C11 EQ 1 OR V17D11 EQ 1) V17USE11=2
IF (V17A12 GT 0) V17USE12=1
IF (V17C12 EQ 1 OR V17D12 EQ 1) V17USE12=2
IF (V17A13 GT 0) V17USE13=1
IF (V17C13 EQ 1 OR V17D13 EQ 1) V17USE13=2
IF (V17A14 GT 0) V17USE14=1
IF (V17C14 EQ 1 OR V17D14 EQ 1) V17USE14=2
IF (V17A15 GT 0) V17USE15=1
IF (V17C15 EQ 1 OR V17D15 EQ 1) V17USE15=2
IF (V17A16 GT 0) V17USE16=1
IF (V17C16 EQ 1 OR V17D16 EQ 1) V17USE16=2
IF (V17A17 GT 0) V17USE17=1
IF (V17C17 EQ 1 OR V17D17 EQ 1) V17USE17=2
IF (V17A18 GT 0) V17USE18=1
IF (V17C18 EQ 1 OR V17D18 EQ 1) V17USE18=2
IF (V17A19 GT 0) V17USE19=1
IF (V17C19 EQ 1 OR V17D19 EQ 1) V17USE19=2
IF (V17A20 GT 0) V17USE20=1
IF (V17C20 EQ 1 OR V17D20 EQ 1) V17USE20=2
IF (V17A21 GT 0) V17USE21=1
IF (V17C21 EQ 1 OR V17D21 EQ 1) V17USE21=2
IF (V17A22 GT 0) V17USE22=1
IF (V17C22 EQ 1 OR V17D22 EQ 1) V17USE22=2
IF (V17A23 GT 0) V17USE23=1
IF (V17C23 EQ 1 OR V17D23 EQ 1) V17USE23=2
IF (V17A24 GT 0) V17USE24=1
IF (V17C24 EQ 1 OR V17D24 EQ 1) V17USE24=2
IF (V17A25 GT 0) V17USE25=1
IF (V17C25 EQ 1 OR V17D25 EQ 1) V17USE25-2
IF (V17A26 GT 0) V17USE26=1
IF (V17C26 EQ 1 OR V17D26 EQ 1) V17USE26=2
IF (V17A27 GT 0) V17USE27=1
IF (V17C27 EQ 1 OR V17D27 EQ 1) V17USE27=2
IF (V17A28 GT 0) V17USE28=1
IF (V17C28 EQ 1 OR V17D28 EQ 1) V17USE28=2
IF (V17A29 GT 0) V17USE29=1
IF (V17C29 EQ 1 OR V17D29 EQ 1) V17USE29=2
IF (V17A30 GT 0) V17USE30=1
IF (V17C30 EQ 1 OR V17D30 EQ 1) V17USE30=2
IF (V17A31 GT 0) V17USE31=1
IF (V17C31 EQ 1 OR V17D31 EQ 1) V17USE31=2
IF (V17A32 GT 0) V17USE32=1














FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=V1 V701 V702 V1001 TO V1018 V1101 TO
V16C V17A1 TO V26 V30HISTOGRAMSTATISTICS=MEDIAN DEFAULT
EREOIJENCTES VARIABLES=V17USE1 TO V17USE32STATICS=MEDIAN DEFAULT
CONDESCRIPTIVES V3 V4 V5 V6 V801 TO V9C3 V16A1 TO V16B6 V27 TO V29
V3101 TO V3110
STATISTICS ALL






DO IF (SUM(V9A1 TO V9A4) GT 0)







DO IF (SUM(V9B1 TO V9B4) GT 0)
COMPUTE S1=SUM(V9B1 TO V9B4)
COMPUTE P1=V9 B1S1
COMPUTE P2=V9B2S1





DO IF (SUM(V9C1 TO V9C3) GT 0)






PEARSON CORR V3 TO V6, V801 TO V805, V1001 TO V1016, V1101 TO V1126
WITH PI,PITIME,PIBUDGET,PISPEC
STATISTICS ALL
PEARSON CORR V1501 TO V16B6, V22, V26 TO V29, V3101 TO V3107 WITH PI,
PITIME, PIBUDGET, PISPEC
STATISTICS ALL
PEARSON CORR V17A1, V17A2, V17A3, V17A4, V17A5, V17A6, V17A7, V17A8
V17A9, V17A10, V17A11, V17A12, V17A13, V17A14, V17A15, V17A16,
V17A17, V17A18, V17A19, V17A20, V17A21, V17A22, V17A23, V17A24,
V17A25, V17A26, V17A27, V17A28, V17A29, V17A30, V17A31, V17A32
WITH PI, PITIME, PIBUDGET, PISPEC
STATISTICS ALL
CROSSTAB TABLES=V1 BY ONTIME
/V701 TO V702 BY ONTIME
/V13 TO V16C BY ONTIME
/V17USE1 TO V17USE32 BY ONTIME




CROSSTAB TABLES=V1 BY ONBUDGET
/V701 TO V702 BY ONBUDGET
/V13 TO V16C BY ONBUDGET
/V17USE1 TO V17USE32 BY ONBUDGET




CROSSTAB TABLES=V1 BY ONSPkU
/V701 TO V702 BY ONSPEC
/V13 TO V16C BY ONSPEC
/V17USE1 TO V17USE32 BY ONSPEC




CROSSTAB TABLES=V1 BY PJSUCC
/V701 TO V702 BY PJSUCC
/V13 TO V16C BY PJSUCC
/V17USE1 TO V17USE32 BY PJSUCC
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